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North West Law
Commoditised advice in the age
of the consumer
Adrian Kwintner of Mills & Reeve examines the future
of commoditisation in the legal services market
The recent Court of Appeal decision in Procter v
Raleys highlights the dangers of over-reliance on
standardised letters and
questionnaires with little
personal contact with the
client.
Raleys acted for former
miner Andrew Procter in his
vibration white finger claim
against former employers.
Following settlement, Procter brought a negligence
claim against Raleys over
failure to properly advise
him about a potential services claim for householdcare.
Raleys’ system was systemised, which enabled
them to deal with a high
volume of claims at low
cost. They relied solely on
three letters to Procter as
evidence that they had
given adequate advice. The

Court applied the wellknown Bolam test in which
a professional must reach
the standard of care of a
reasonably competent practitioner within the relevant
field, having regard to the
standards
normally
adopted by that profession.
The Court found negligence
on the basis that the letters
were misleading, there were
clear indications that Procter misunderstood the letters and Raleys had failed to
explore the potential services claim when speaking to
Procter. The case shows that
standard form letters need
to be clear enough to ensure that clients properly
understand the advice and
that a short discussion with
clients to ensure they understand their options is
preferable. The Court rejected the notion that a solicitor should “feel inhibited”

Adrian Kwitner
from taking such steps out
of consideration that it
might generate further cost
to the client.
Volume work is particularly
common within the increasingly competitive markets,
such as conveyancing.
Transaction prices can be
fixed at the outset (often
with a no move, no fee ele-

ment) and purchases can
even be handled online. By
focusing on volume, firms
face a higher exposure to
claims resulting from poor
advice unless their standard
letters are especially well
constructed. Commoditisation however is where the
legal market is heading.

continued on page 11

A survey has revealed that social media is contributing to the breakdown of
marriages. Rebecca Lang of Mills & Reeve looks at the statistics...

• One in seven of those surveyed would consider a divorce because of how their
spouse was behaving on social media sites;
• One in four had at least
one argument a week related to social media use;

• 17% of those surveyed
quarrelled daily about social
media activity;

spouse that is causing problems but also what it is
being used for.

• 58% of respondents admitted to knowing their
spouse’s passwords, even if
their spouse had no idea;

Social media allows friends
and families to stay in touch
and enables people to reconnect with old friends or
to make new ones. Behind
your computer screen or on
your phone, it is easier than
ever to make connections
and start relationships. Social networks also allow
people to keep track of their
partner and see what they
are doing and who they are
meeting. Rekindling an old
friendship may start off innocently and harmlessly but
it can progress to flirtation
and in some cases, relationship breakdown.

• One in ten admitted they
hid images and posts from
their partner;
• 8% of the respondents admitted to having secret social media accounts.
Some people’s lives can be
dominated by updating statuses and checking messages with this ‘cyber life’
being prioritised over their
real lives and relationships.
We have found from experience that it is not only the
time spent on social media
by people’s partner or

July 2015
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Social Media and Divorce
For the vast majority of us
social media has become
an increasing part of
everyday life. Whilst it has
its many benefits and is an
important part of how
people interact with each
other, a recent survey
commissioned by law firm
Slater & Gordon, involving
2000 married people has
revealed that social media
is becoming increasingly
common in the breakdown of marriages. The
key findings of the survey
were as follows:

In association with

Once a marriage or a relationship has broken down,
it is all too easy to post alle-

Rebecca Lang
gations and derogatory
comments for anyone and
everyone to see.
What is described as ‘revenge porn’ - the osting of
sexually explicit images or
videos of a person on the internet, typically by a former
partner, without the consent of the other party and
in order to cause them distress or embarrassment- is
becoming more common.
In a survey carried out in
America in 2010, 81% of the
matrimonial lawyers sur-

continued on page 4
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President’s Column

From the President

Time is certainly flying by
and I realise that I am now
half way through my year as
President and already Council members have been
asked to consider whether
or not they would wish to
stand for one of the officer’s
positions which will become
vacant. I am thoroughly enjoying my time and would
recommend it to all - so give
it a thought and if you feel
that it could be for you drop
Fran a line (or indeed speak
with either me or any of the
officers). I was told it would
pass all too quickly and that
is proving to be very true.

I was delighted to attend the
re-launch of the Employment Law Committee earlier
this month at which Nick
Siddall, Barrister from Littleton Chambers gave an
overview of “Shared Paternity Rights”. This sparked
some interesting discussions and the well attended
meeting felt that it had been
very informative and agreed
that to have a speaker
would encourage people to
attend.
At June Council meeting the
members were addressed
by Liz Treacy, the City Solici-

tor and new Council member. It was interesting hearing of the work of the Legal
Department and Liz’s own
path to the job.

There have been a couple of
engagements this month
which I have attended on
behalf of the Society. A very
pleasant afternoon was
spent in the company of the
members of CIOT and ATT at
their annual lunch. The new
President of CIOT, Chris
Jones had travelled up from
London and gave an interesting address on the
changes coming into force
at HMRC! I also found out
about his two dachshunds
(so it’s not just me who talks
about pets!)
Bank Holiday Sunday saw
the Civic Service at Manchester Cathedral. This service is held to welcome in the
new Lord Mayor, who this
year is Councillor Paul Murphy. It was extremely well
attended and it was inspiring to see multi-faith worship when around us is so
much conflict.
My globe trotting around
the MLS Advantage partners
this month actually kept me

close to home – very close
to home as my review spotlights Compli by Weightmans who have provided
regulatory and compliance
advice and assistance to
Burton Copeland LLP for the
last eighteen months. Today
complying with the ever
evolving regulatory, compliance and risk challenges is
demanding and time consuming. Michelle Garlick,
who is a Council Member,
Chair of the Regulatory
Committee and also Chair of
the COLP and COFA forum, is
our point of contact; she is
part of the highly professional and specialist team
with outstanding experience in this area of work.
Our experience with Compli
is that there is always someone on the end of the phone
who is able to provide us
with prompt and professional advice, safe in the
knowledge that legal professional privilege and
peace of mind is assured.
Burton Copeland LLP look
forward to maintaining a
long relationship with
Michelle and the team at
Compli by Weightmans.
Now we are a few weeks
into the new administration

Civil
Mediation
Keith Etherington
Accredited Mediator Solicitor Advocate (Civil)

Keith is a fully accredited
mediator and lawyer at
Slater and Gordon and can
Comfortable and
discreet mediation
mediate any civil dispute
rooms available at
but specialises in:
no extra cost at
our Manchester
+ Contentious probate
city centre office
+ 1975 Act claims
in Mosley Street.
+ Boundary disputes
+ Property trust (ToLATA) claims
+ Professional negligence

and already the Government have abandoned their
pledge to dismantle the
Human Rights Act, The Law
Society is asking for feed
back on the impact on court
fees and in the Criminal
Courts defendants are being
told quite pointedly that to
plead not guilty will cost
them more money. It got me
thinking – is there an alternative way for “justice” to be
achieved? Well I think I have
found it! Anyone who has
the “pleasure” of being at
home in the afternoon,
(most of us don’t have that
pleasure - but there is always catch up TV) will know
of Judge Rinder!

Rob Rinder is a barrister who
has found fame as His Honour Judge Rinder on the TV.
Claimants and defendants
appear before him and present their case. The Judge
then makes a finding and if
in favour of the Claimant an
award. The participants
agree to be bound by his decision and hey presto justice
is administered all in the
space of 45 minutes. How
do I know all this; well if you
happen to be watching in a
couple of weeks you will see
me and my colleague on the

slatergordon.co.uk/mediation
Slater and Gordon (UK) LLP is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority.

front row in the audience! Charlotte knows his senior clerk
and got the tickets and suggested I go along! It was certainly
an experience as I have never been in TV show audience before (and I wont be again) but for an afternoon it was fun and
we never stopped laughing. So if you do happen to catch the
show, watch out for the two of us on the front row! Perhaps
I should contact Michael Gove and put the suggestion to
him! And here is the evidence!

Louise Straw
President

Innovative & Cost Effective Funding Solutions
for Personal Injury,
Injury Clinical Negligence and
Industrial Disease Practitioners.
Costs Advance: Allowing firms to draw down up to 70%
of likely costs recoverable once cases have concluded.
has been advanced to law firms
To date, over £10million
£
across the UK, allowing them to take advantage of
and benefit from vastly improved cash-flow.

WIP Funding: Law Firms often have considerable
su
sums
of money tied up in their WIP
which can significantly limit available money for growth.
Our new WIP funding facility advances the law firm a fixed sum per
case so that unbilled WIP can be turned into working capital.
Improved Cash-Flow / Simple Administration /
Fas Payment / No PGs Required
Fast
Contact Mark Hartigan on

0161 359 4666

o
or email: info@justcosts.com

Email: keith.etherington@slatergordon.co.uk

0161 383 3567

Louise Straw
President of Manchester Law Society

Ma
nchester:
Manchester:

iaincherry@justcosts.com
53 King Street
Manchester, M2 4LQ
DX 14385 Manchester

Tel: 0161 359 4666

London:
London:

andrewnewey@justcosts.com
Central Court, 25 Southampton Buildings
London, WC2A 1AL
DX 426 LDE

Tel: 020 7758 2164

simonwadlow@justcosts.com
Dunston Innovation Centre, Dunston Road
Chesterfield, Derbyshire, S41 8NG
DX 743530 Chesterfield 8

Tel: 01246 267 961

Authorised and Regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority – Register
ed in England and W
ales: Number 05867110,
Registered
Wales:
Register
ed Of
fice: 53 King Str
eet, Manchester M2 4LQ
Registered
Office:
Street,

Leeds:
Leeds:

simonwadlow@justcosts.com
No.1 Leeds
26 Whitehall Road
Leeds, LS12 1BE

Tel: 0113 357 0330
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News from Bridge Street

Upcoming Events

Manchester Court Users Committee

Noise Induced Hearing Loss

As part of his role as Chair of the MLS Civil Litigation Committee, Ian McConkey sits on the
Manchester Courts Users Committees. The Committees provide a forum for practitioners
to raise issues about the Court service and practitioners are encouraged to contact Manchester Law Society if they have issues which they would like to have raised. The User
Committees also provide a forum for the Judiciary and Court staff raise issues which practitioners should be aware of. Recent matters raised include:

Thursday 2nd July 2015
The Renaissance Hotel, Blackfriars Street, Manchester, M3 2EQ
Cost to attend; MLS Members £45 + VAT (£54.00)
Non-members £65.00 + VAT (£78.00)

E-filing – the data limit of the size of documents which can be e-filed is effectively 10
pages and practitioners are reminded to file bulky documents in accordance with the
practice direction.

Conference Programme

Injunctions – practitioners are encouraged to try and make applications for injunctions as
early in the working day as possible.

9.00am

Registration & Refreshments

Issuing Chancery matters – practitioners should clearly indicate on issue if matters are
Chancery business.

9.30am

Welcome from the Chair

9.40am

Lesley Graves - Citadel Law Consultancy

Court Mediation Service – practitioners are asked to provide details of instances where
matters are referred to the Court Mediation Service and problems arise with regard to
finding a mediator or a suitable date

Manchester Law Society Employment
Law Committee
A new look re-launch of the Manchester Law Society Employment Law Committee took
place on 14 May 2015. The event was held at the offices of Gateley on King Street and
was chaired by Bryn Doyle of Squire Patton Boggs. There was a great turnout for the
event with many of the North West’s employment law specialists attending. In addition
to the excellent sandwiches, the delegates were also treated to a facilitated discussion on
shared parental leave with the assistance of Nick Siddall of Littleton Chambers.
The discussion proved both lively and stimulating, not just for the employment lawyers
present but also for both the President and the Chief Executive of the Manchester Law
Society who had attended the meeting as well.
A further facilitated discussion from James Hurd of St James Chambers on the inclusion
of overtime and commission pay in holiday pay and the Committee meeting is due to
take place on 8 July at the offices of Weightmans in Manchester City Centre and for those
who are interested in attending, please contact Hollie Hirst at the Society’s offices at HollieHirst@manchesterlawsociety.org.uk for further details.

Social Media & Divorce cont..
veyed confirmed that they
had seen an increase in the
number of cases using evidence obtained through social networking sites.
Around one in seven people
who participated in the recent survey admitted
searching online for evidence of their partner’s infidelity. We are finding that
clients who come to see us
have seen inappropriate
messages and photographs
which their partner has exchanged through social
media sites and are wanting to use this evidence to
support either an adultery
or unreasonable petition.
Social media can also be a
way of letting your partner
know that the relationship
has ended. One 35-year-old
woman discovered her husband was divorcing her via
Facebook when he updated his Facebook status
to "Neil Brady has ended his
marriage to Emma Brady”.
Social media has been used
in other ways in relation to

divorce. Earlier this year, a
Judge in Brooklyn (USA)
gave a wife permission to
serve divorce papers on her
husband through Facebook. The wife made the application to serve the
documents in this way after
exhausting all usual methods of service. The Judge in
that case noted that “sites
like Facebook and Twitter
are the ‘next frontier’ as ‘forums through which a summons can be delivered’."
Whether courts in other
countries will follow suit remains to be seen.
If you are in a relationship or
thinking of entering into a
relationship, we would recommend that you use digital communications with
caution, both during the relationship and afterwards. A
posting made on a social
media site after a separation
may inadvertently reveal information about your circumstances which could
cause problems in the divorce itself or in relation to a
financial settlement. If you

claim to have no money but
then post pictures of yourself on a luxury holiday or
buying a new car, questions
will be asked. You may want
to consider removing any
social media connections
you have with your partner
or spouse and review your
privacy settings. Email passwords should also be
changed. Be aware that mutual friends may be more
loyal to your partner than to
you so be careful what you
share. In order to avoid any
further problems arising,
you may choose to remove
yourself from social media
altogether. Digital communications can easily be
saved and so may remain in
existence long after you
have deleted them. As there
is no sign of social media’s
popularity decreasing, it
may be time to re-evaluate
your usage and spend more
time offline.
Rebecca Lang
Mills & Reeve

•
•
•

NIHL ID Caseloads – what goes wrong
The Importance of vetting and the value of auditing.
Funding issues and WIP valuation in ID for funding purposes

10.25am
·
·

Sean Loughran Consultant- ENT Surgeon
Manchester Royal Infirmary
an explanation of the Coles Lutman Buffin guidelines
explanation of the relevance and importance of anchor points in the
assessment of level and/or causation of hearing loss.
the practical application of the Coles Lutman Buffin in guidelines

·
11.10am

Coffee Break

11.30am

Ian Bennet ACIA Engineering Acoustics

•

An explanation of the scientific/engineering terminology used in the assess
ment of noise levels
The provision use and efficacy of hearing protection
The effect (if any) of the CLB guidelines in influencing how the engineer
views the matter
Practical examples of noise levels found routinely in some industries / work
places

•
•
•

12.15pm

Philip Grundy & Doug Denton, St Johns Buildings

Philip and Doug will deal with common legal issues on which cases are fought and
also lead an interactive session together with the medical and acoustic experts, including;
•

How is Claimant vulnerable to a challenge on the Coles Lutman Buffin
Guidelines?
De Minimis
Asymmetry
Poor & Inconsistent Audiometry
Changing Anchor points

•
•
•
•
1.00pm

Questions & Conference Close

To book your place please email
VictoriaRidge@manchesterlawsociety.org.uk or
CarlaJones@manchesterlawsociety.org.uk

Regulatory Affairs Committee Update
We are more than half way
through the year already.
Where has the time gone?
First of all may I start by extending a big “thank you”
to those who were able to
attend the MLS Regulatory
Conference at Old Trafford
on the 11th June. Despite
being a Manchester City
fan, not even the choice of
location (some minor team
who allege that they can
play football), detracted
from the success of the
event. And as always, Fran
and her team did a fantastic job organising everything. In fact, there is so
much to share from the
day that it has its own feature article in this month’s
Messenger which I encourage you all to read – but
only after you have read
my column of course!
Predicting the
future………..
I thought it might be good
to re-visit what happened
to my 2015 predictions at
the beginning of the year.
At the beginning of the
year I said that we were facing a potential battle of the
regulators over the regulation of solicitors undertaking
consumer
credit
activities that are now regulated by the FCA. Fortunately everything looks to
have calmed down with
the introduction of new
legislation by the Treasury
excluding from regulation
certain activities undertaken by lawyers conducting litigation or advocacy,
meaning many firms now
have a safe harbour. That
said, the amending legislation is very new and my
team has learned from advising a number of law firm
clients on this issue that
the changes may impact
on their business model. If
you still aren’t clear I
strongly recommend that
you get in touch!
I also predicted - although
this is a bit of a cheat because the SRA had said it
was on its radar - that small
firms would come in for
some TLC in 2015, and it
appears that they are. May
saw the launch on a dedicated small firms’ team and
it seems to be going ahead
all guns blazing to do what

it can to reduce bureaucracy and provide support.
I anticipate having lots to
say on the subject before
the year is over.
Complaints about the
Compensation Fund
It’s that time of year again
where the regulator whips
out its abacus and calculates how much all this is
going to cost us and it has
agreed to keep the levy the
same for the 3rd year running. This has sparked debate amongst the legal
community as to the appropriateness of levying a
blanket fee across the industry or, if in this new riskbased world, it is more
appropriate that the fees
reflect the risk the individual firm represents. Whilst
some think that sounds
fair, others point out that it
is impossible to police appropriately. Yes, we all
know conveyancing firms
attract a lot of claims, but
this does not mean all conveyancing firms are high
risk. If anyone has any
thoughts on the subject
why not make sure your
COLPs and COFAs raise
them in our regular MLS
forum so we can open up
the floor. The next one is
later than usual because of
the holiday season and is
scheduled for September.
Cybersecurity and the
cost of compliance
Issues surrounding the vulnerability of law firms to
cybercrime are simply not
going away. The SRA issued another warning to
firms to put in place the
requisite measures to ensure they can protect client
assets. The main risks are
that fraudsters will manage
to access client accounts or
that sensitive information
will be leaked to a 3rd
party and, as a result, the
cost of compliance is skyrocketing as firms invest
heavily in IT solutions in an
attempt to plug the gap.
The difficulty is that both
lawyers and support staff
who operate outside the IT
bubble need to buy into
the big picture. When advising law firms on risk issues in this regard, time
and time again we find

that whilst a firm’s firewall
and virus protection might
be bullet proof, they can be
rendered useless in the absence of clear policies and
safeguards to ensure that
the risks posed by things
like home-working, bring
your own device and data
storage are understood by
staff and followed.
Naughty Solicitor of the
Month…
Keeping with the theme of
crime, I was very disappointed to read that a solicitor has just been jailed for
5 and half years for his part
in a £4.3 million banking
scam and another for 4
years for stealing £600,000
from elderly clients. I know
that because solicitors are
in a position of trust cases
like this are always going to
attract media attention
and that these are the stories everyone remembers,
but the odds of your average solicitor being employed by the Mob are (I
hope) pretty low. The Compli team does a lot of solicitors’ defence work and
what we are seeing more
of is “ordinary” solicitors
getting caught up in regulatory
red
tape.
The warning issued last
month by the SRA for firms
to have exit strategies is a
case in point. When a firm
closes – for whatever reason – ensuring client interests are protected must be
of paramount concern and
solicitors tend to unnecessarily make themselves vulnerable
when
this
happens.
The 4th EU Money Laundering Directive. Where
is it? What’s happening?
It is coming! The European
Parliament
formally
adopted the Directive on
20 May 2015 so the next
step is for the European
Commission to start working with Member States to
ensure that the framework
is adopted. In theory the
UK has two years to make
this law but we know that
the government plans to
push through the new legislation ASAP so that the
UK is leading the field
when the Financial Action
Taskforce makes its inspec-

tion of our regime.
What about the Queen’s
Speech?
The Queen’s Speech in May
contained no surprises, but
made it clear that there will
be some interesting debates ahead on the appropriateness of surveillance.
We know that the Law Society has expressed concern that the recent
Investigatory Powers Bill
(or the Snoopers Charter if
you prefer) will impact on
legal professional privilege.
I think the Law Society is
right to be concerned that
the legislation that is being
crunched out at high
speed will lead towards an
Orwellian state. Legal professional privilege is one of
the pillars of our legal system and a cornerstone of
the rule of law. Clients

should be able to discuss
matters in confidence with
their solicitor without
eavesdroppers and, from a
regulatory point of view,
do not forget that if you are
being investigated or prosecuted by the SRA you
should seek privileged advice.
And finally………..
The Law Society has released a new practice note
entitled: What to do when
a complaint goes to the
Legal Ombudsman, which
is basically an overview of
the process and should
contain no surprises for
those amongst us who are
tasked with dealing with
disgruntled clients. The
note makes a really good
practical point and reminds us that LeO runs a
paperless office so any

original documents set to
it will be shredded!
Michelle Garlick
Chair, Manchester
Regulatory Affairs
Committee
Weightmans LLP
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DLA Piper in Manchester announces
further promotions
DLA Piper has made six
non-partner promotions
in its Manchester office,
following the announcement that Joe Frew in the
Finance & Projects team
was promoted to partner
last week.
The newly promoted Senior

Associates include Phebe
Hemmings, Jennifer Lee
and Christopher Wilson,
Corporate; Naomi Clarkson
and George Nicholson, Employment; and Christopher
Lister, Finance and Projects.
Liam Cowell, Manchester
Office Managing Partner for

DLA Piper UK LLP, said: "I am
delighted that the hard
work of so many individuals
has been recognised and rewarded. The firm has an impressive track record for
retaining outstanding people and the promotions this
year clearly show that."

Express Solicitors launches specialist
Equestrian Department
Express Solicitors are delighted to announce the
launch of its specialist
equestrian department,
specialising in horse riding accidents.
The most recent British
Equestrian Trade Association (BETA) National Equestrian Survey indicated that:
• 3.5 million people (6% of
the GB population) have ridden a horse at least once in
the past 12 months
• In 2010, 8% of riders considered themselves disabled in some way
• A quarter of all GB riders
are under 16 years old; 20%
are over 45 years old
• The estimated GB horse
population, including both
private and professional
ownership, is just below one
million horses (988,000)
Unfortunately, horse riding
can be a particularly dangerous hobby and if you
suffer an injury whilst horse
riding which was caused by
someone else’s negligence
you may be entitled to
make a claim for compensation.

Joe Frew (new partner in Finance), Chris Lister, Naomi Clarkson and George
Nicholson.

Luckily a number of our
lawyers in the equestrian
department, own horses or
ride them regularly so can
completely relate to any
clients suffering from an
equestrian related injury.
Some of the most common
types of horse riding accidents our personal injury
solicitors and lawyers deal
with involve:
• Horse riders being injured

due to riding on an unsuitable surface.
• Riders being involved in a
road traffic accident.
• Horse riders being provided with a horse to ride
which has an unsuitable
temperament.
• Horse riders being injured
due to defective equipment
they have been provided
with.
• Poor stable management
can increase the risk of an
accident occurring. Too
many riders in a riding
school or failure to plan a
route properly can cause accidents.
Express Solicitors has extensive experience in this area
and can help you to claim
the compensation you deserve for your injuries.
Daniel Slade at Express Solicitors represented our
client, Sarah Price, when she
fell off her horse during a
beginner’s riding lesson at
her local stables and helped
her achieve £5,000 for the
injuries she sustained.
Sarah explains: “I was having
my fifth horse riding lesson
at my local stables, but
things were chaotic there.
There were building works
going on at the riding centre and my lesson had been
moved from my usual enclosed training area to an
open field where there were
other horses loose.
“The horse I was riding –
Coco – was spooked by the
noise and chaos of the

building works and the
other horses in the field and
became agitated. The other
horses were moved and the
lesson continued but an
employee then walked two
or three horses past the
field – Coco reared up in the
air and I was thrown from
the back.
“I was in considerable pain
so that evening I went to
Accident and Emergency
where a specialist diagnosed injuries to my neck
and my lower back.”
Sarah approached Express
Solicitors to pursue her
claim and was awarded
£5,000 in damages for a
back injury, post-traumaticstress disorder and a subsequent phobia of horse
riding.
It was found that the riding
centre was negligent for letting Sarah ride the horse
when it was agitated and
distressed,
particularly
when Sarah was a beginner.
In addition, the horse riding
lessons should not have
taken place while building
works were in process, as
this can also negatively affect the horses.
Sarah, who was very passionate about horses, was
able to claim for psychiatric
injury because since the accident she has been too
scared to ride a horse again
and continue the hobby she
so enjoyed.

scan me to download your
complimentary
Manchester Law Society Reward Card
smart phone app
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BARRY FRIESLANDER MCIArb
Registered Civil-Commercial Mediator
Complex business & matrimonial disputes resolved
ADR Group Accredited Civil-Commercial & Hybrid Mediator / Association of Northern Mediators Panel of Experienced Mediators / Clerksroom Elite Mediators Panel / Chartered Institute of
Arbitrators Presidential Panel of Mediators / CMC Registered Mediator / INADR (USA) Accredited Mediator

JMW announces another exceptional year
JMW Solicitors LLP has released its 2014/2015 results which again reveal
impressive growth in revenue and profit.
Income at the firm is up by
13% from £17.2 million to
£19.4 million and provisional profit up 8.5% from
£3.5 million to £3.8 million.
PEP at the firm grew to
£410,000. This is even more
remarkable when looked at
in the context of the firm’s
performance over the past
five years as fee income has
increased by an exceptional
90% from £10.2 million to
£19.4 million now. Personal
Injury and Clinical Negligence both remained the
most profitable departments in the firm due to
their forward thinking investment in technology.
During the last year many
departments have achieved
increased
revenue.
The Corporate department
led the way with revenue
growth of 47% and the final
few months of the financial

year saw the Corporate department complete deals to
the value of £100m. This
was closely followed by the
Private Client team with a
46% increase. Revenue was
also up in Family (20%),
Commercial Property (11%),
Personal injury (9%) and
Clinical Negligence (8%).
New clients are joining JMW
at an ever increasing rate
and the firm received 52%
more instructions from new
clients than in the previous
year. 70% of the work taken
on in the past year came
from new clients.
The firm has again seen
more website instructions,
with website revenue up
18% to £1.3 million. Fees
from the solicitor’s referral
network Lawshare also increased by 84%. The Lawshare
network
now
comprises 198 firms who
have joined the scheme at
an increasing speed, receiving free training and seminars, cost controlling and
management advice as well
as an expert home for work

they don’t choose to carry
out.
Staff numbers have also increased at JMW during the
past year from 245 to over
280 with the arrival of several exciting new partners
imminent. There were also
19 internal promotions
across the firm from 1 May.
Commenting on another
successful year for JMW
Senior Partner Joy Kingsley
said:
“It has been a year of great
success at JMW with our
record financial performance following the pattern
of the last 5 years.
We are proud that our strategy of concentrating on the
development of our business and that of our clients
continues to pay dividends.
The addition of new partners and their clients, coupled with the existing
strong JMW people, ethos,
skills and client care has led
to increased success.”

P: 08448 777 888
M: 07973 394 803
E: bif@dispute-resolve.co.uk
W: www.dispute-resolve.co.uk

Weightmans reaches record turnover
of £89.2m
Top 45 National law firm
Weightmans has announced record turnover
of £89.2m for the
2014/2015 financial year,
an increase of £2.2m on
the previous year’s result
of £87m.
The growth has come about
due to high level performances from a various part so
of the business over the
year, all supported by excellent operational delivery.
The firm has continued to
work hard to restrict its reliance upon external borrowing and in comparison
to peers in external surveys,
it demonstrates the firm’s
relatively very low levels of
debt in relation to both to
profit and turnover.
Weightmans has enjoyed a
period of good growth over
the past year, had the benefit of key lateral hires, winning new clients, and the
increased
performance
management efficiencies
encapsulated within their
Business Transformation
Project, Springboard.
John Schorah, Managing
Partner at Weightmans,
said: “This has been another
positive year of growth and
development for the firm.
The figures demonstrate
our firm wide commitment
to providing a truly authen-

John Schorah
tic exceptional client service
is paying dividends. The
growth of our client base is
testament to the value we
place on our client relationships, and the emphasis this
has on our overall business
strategy. I would like to
thank everyone at Weightmans for their efforts and
our clients for their continued support.”
Other highlights for Weightmans over the past 12
months have included the
setting up of a new office in
Glasgow, achieving record
rankings of 112 specialisms
and 169 individual rankings
across Legal 500 and Chambers UK Directories, and the

inclusion in The Guardian’s
Top Employer list for the 8th
year running.
John concluded:“We have
an exciting year ahead with
further plans to grow and
expand, and over this financial year we will continue to
invest in our business, improving our processes and
procedures for our clients
and our people. We will
build on some of the exciting developments of the
previous year that have
strengthened our brand,
holding us in great stead for
the forthcoming year and
beyond.”

Clough & Willis launches Residential
Possession Proceedings Service
Bill Jones (Chairman), Joy Kingsley (Senior Partner) and Paul Walker (Managing Partner)

The deadline for the August
edition of the Messenger is
16th July

Clough & Willis – the Bury
based law firm – has this
week launched a new residential possession proceedings service that aims
to help landlords tackle
some of the most common
legal problems relating to
property and tenant disputes. The service is
headed up by Fiona
Gaskell – partner in the
firm’s dispute resolution
team
For a fee of £250.00, the
team will check a tenancy
agreement;
ascertain
whether a deposit has been
taken and how it is held;
consider whether the tenant is in rent arrears; advise
on the prospects of recovery of rent arrears; and - depending upon the method

of possession proceedings
selected - prepare and serve
either a Section 21 Notice or
a Section 8 Notice.
Once a Notice of Possession
has been served, additional
fixed charges will apply depending on the circumstances and individual case.
The team will also be able to
handle any disputed matters and will be offering a
fixed fee rent recovery service.
Fiona Gaskell commented:
“The aim of this new fixed
fee product is to take the
pressure off landlords so
they know they have a onestop solution if problems do
arise. We’ve worked hard to
include the issues that most
commonly crop up, and we

Fiona Gaskell
feel that each element perfectly complements the extensive
property
and
landlord & tenant dispute
services that we already
offer.”

Movers & Shakers
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Croftons Promotes Two Associates
Property
Commercial
lawyer Nataliya Healey
and Housing Management lawyer Kirsty Varley
have been promoted to
Associate Solicitor level in
Croftons’ latest developments.

and is a regular and familiar
face in courts across the region. Kirsty has advised
local government on and
written policies and procedures, as well as drafting responses to consultation
papers and contributing to
opinion pieces, and has
given written evidence to
the Home Affairs Select
Committee. Kirsty regularly
runs client training courses,
including past training to
the Association of Chief Police Officers and other local
authorities as well as speaking at Home Office events
and delivering CIH training
on the new Anti-Social Behaviour legislation.

Nataliya Healey joined
Croftons in 2014 from Addleshaw Goddard and is responsible for commercial
real estate property transacregistered
for
tions
providers (“housing associations”), local authorities and
commercial clients. She is
an experienced property
and property finance lawyer
who advises clients on all
aspects of property acquisitions and disposals, landlord and tenant, and
secured lending matters
Nataliya qualified as a solicitor in 2008. She is fluent in
Ukrainian and Russian. Nataliya works with Croftons’
Property, Development and
Real Estate teams in providing ‘solutions’ to clients’
property needs.

She was the solicitor responsible for obtaining the
first gang injunctions in the
city of Salford which were
widely publicized in the national press, and for which
she received a Divisional
Commander’s award from
Greater Manchester Police.
Kirsty qualified as a solicitor
in 2008.

Kirsty Varley joined Croftons
in 2013 from Salford City
Council where she was a key
the
of
member
Housing/Crime and Disorder Legal team. Kirsty is
highly experienced in all aspects of housing law, dealing on a daily basis with
applications for injunctions,
possession claims, housing
management issues, and
committal proceedings. She
undertakes her own advocacy and has Higher Rights,

Croftons’ Managing Partner,
Simon Leighton, comments:
“Croftons’ 27-strong housing and regeneration teams
have had a stunning year.
Our core clients are registered providers, local authorities and commercial
clients where real estate is a
key part of their business or
asset base. Across the
board we have seen high
levels of activity and both
Nataliya and Kirsty have
more than ‘risen to the chal-

Manchester based personal injury (PI) law firm,
Express Solicitors, has acquired the existing work
in progress (WIP) from
Ashfields Solicitors in
Cheadle.

Nataliya Healey

Managing Partner at Express Solicitors, James
Maxey said: “Our team of
specialist lawyers are look-

lenge’. We consistently receive very high levels of
client feedback on both Nataliya and Kirsty, and their
legal expertise in their particular specialisms is noted
by clients. The firm is delighted to recognise their
talents and contribution in
this way.”

Law firm funding scheme hits £10 million mark

Set up by Just Costs Solicitors and Novitas Loans, the
costs advance scheme does
not require any personal
guarantees and helps firms
bridge the gap between applying for and receiving
their case fees.
Latest figures show that
over £10 million has been
advanced since the scheme
was set up at the end of
2013 and Just Costs says it is
currently advancing in excess of £1 million every
month to law firms.
The scheme allows law firms
to draw down up to 70% of
their likely recoverable costs
once they have successfully
settled personal injury, clinical negligence and industrial disease cases.
Operated online, it works by
Just Costs assessing a case
and then advising Novitas

Mark Hartigan, Client Services Director at Just Costs,
said:
“This scheme has been extremely well received by law
firms throughout the country.
“One of the reasons firms
are finding themselves
under pressure is that they
are fundamentally profitable but are not turning
unbilled WIP and debtors
into cash quickly enough.

Manchester-based law
firm, Slater Heelis, has
closed a round of investment for pharmaceutical
developer,
Blueberry
Therapeutics, helping the
company to secure $1.75
million of funding.
The capital will allow Blueberry to progress two antifungal programmes – which
represent some of the company’s most advanced research – to clinical trial.

Simon Wallwork, partner at

Mark Hartigan
Our costs advance scheme
emphatically addresses this
issue. The benefits are numerous - improved cash
flow, simple administration
and fast payment.”
Said Jason Reeve, Managing
Director at Novitas Loans:
“Novitas is now the leading
provider of law firm funding; the success of cost advance, with new firms
joining every month, shows
that we are helping law
firms solve improve their
cash-flow.”

ing forward to continuing
the good work Ashfields Solicitors has started and providing a seamless and
exceptional service for its
clients as we take the cases
through to fruition and realise the value in the WIP.
“Our strategy is to continue
to grow organically on the
back of our successful reputation and targeted marketing initiatives, which have
so far allowed us to enjoy
turnover growth over several years at 30% per
annum.
“We’re also actively looking
to acquire other personal injury law firms as going concerns, or caseloads, and
have a bespoke line of funding agreed with RBS for this
purpose.
We can move quickly in
these situations as we have
the resource to carry out the

James Maxey
necessary audit of files in
house.
The firm covers every area
of personal injury law and
that coupled with our
strong financial position
means we can conclude
deals within a matter of
days; this can be essential in
the personal injury market
place, which is now quite
rapidly consolidating.”

Slater Heelis closes $1.75M round of investment
for Blueberry Therapeutics

The programmes have been
in development for two
years and the investment
will now enable Blueberry
to move its programs to
clinical testing, with the aim
of eventually gaining approval for two innovative
new medicines that will significantly improve cure rates
and treatment times for fungal infections.

Loans on what it considers
to be a reasonably recoverable amount. Novitas then
makes funds available to
draw down within 48 hours.
The loan is then repaid to
Novitas once Just Costs has
received funds from the defendant.
As firms receive their money
upfront of costs being settled, this provides more
time to push the third parties harder and to hold out
for better offers which in
turn improves overall recovery profitability for the law
firms.

Express Solicitors’ second
acquisition was made possible due to a £4.1m refinancing package from RBS
Corporate following the
firm’s successful conversion
to an ABS in April 2014.
The purchase covers 450
claimant PI files including
some clinical negligence
cases, a database and all office equipment. During the
acquisition, Express Solicitors was advised by its own
accountants,
Simpson
Burgess Nash.

Kirsty Varley

An innovative funding
scheme, equivalent to invoice discounting, has
now advanced over £10
million to law firms
throughout the UK.

Express Solicitors purchases 450 personal injury
cases from Ashfields Solicitors

Slater Heelis and key adviser
on the investment, said:
“Blueberry Therapeutics
continues to develop an impressive range of pharmaceutical solutions and I’m
confident that this funding
will enable it to create new
products that will lead to
positive outcomes for patients
and
treatment
providers.”
Blueberry Therapeutics is a
pharmaceutical company
specialising in the development of innovative therapies to treat diseases where
infection and inflammation
are major factors. It uses
cutting-edge nanotechnology-based drug delivery
platforms to exploit both
small molecule and biologic
approaches to the creation
of new medicines.
Dr John Ridden, Blueberry
Therapeutics’ CEO, added:
“We were very impressed

Simon Wallwork
with the professional nature
with which Slater Heelis
handled the successful
transaction. Securing this
investment is an extremely
significant stepping stone in
our journey to deliver new
therapies to patients suffering from serious bacterial
and fungal infections.”

Partner promotion at Mills & Reeve
The Manchester office of
leading national law firm
Mills & Reeve has promoted Ben Hardiman to
partner.
Ben, who joined Mills &
Reeve in 2010, is a member
of the insurance disputes
team in Manchester and
specialises in claims against
insurance brokers and construction professionals.
Niall Innes, head of the
Manchester office at Mills &
Reeve, said: “We are de-

lighted to promote Ben to
partner. He has been described as a rising star by
legal directories and his promotion is thoroughly welldeserved.
“Ben’s promotion furthers
cements our market leading
position in the north west
for advising on complex
and sensitive cases involving solicitors, barristers, insurance
brokers,
construction professionals,
financial advisers and IT
professionals.”

Ben Hardiman

Willis Limited, Registered number: 181116 England and Wales.
Registered address: 51 Lime Street, London, EC3M 7DQ.
ly.
A Lloyd’s Broker. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority for its general insurance mediation activities on
only.
62401/05/15

WHY NOT OFFER YOUR CLIENTS FREE
EMPLOYMENT L AW/ HR ADVICE?
Peninsula is the UK’s Leading Specialist Employment Law, HR and Health & Safety Service.

For more information contact George Bedford on
07966 112 113 or george.bedford@peninsula-uk.com
peninsula-uk.com

New Head of Corporate for JMW

Hill Dickinson promotes corporate partners

Manchester based full
service law firm JMW Solicitors LLP has appointed
Mike Blood as their new
Head of Corporate.

The Manchester office of
law firm Hill Dickinson has
made two senior promotions in its corporate
team.

Mike Blood joins JMW as
Partner and Head of Corporate from Brabners. Mike
was an Equity Partner at
Brabners for 9 years and had
previously spent 7 years at
James Chapman. Mike advises on a broad range of
corporate and commercial
matters but with specialisms in sports finance
and media sectors. His
clients include Eldonian
Group, Veros Digital Partnership Leicester Tigers, the
Thai FA, Italian Roots
Restaurants, Redhawk Capital Partners, QPR FC and
London Sports Exchange.
Commenting on Mike’s
move to JMW, Ray Ranson,
from London Sports Exchange, who is one of Mike
Blood’s long standing
clients said:
“I congratulate both parties
and look forward to continue working with Mike
who not only provides excellent advice but understands
commercial
opportunities.”
Mike has advised on investment structures in the digital, pharmaceutical and
property sectors as well as
sports finance field, he is
currently acting on numerous matters in the financial
sector, food manufacture
and is working on a facility
for the acquisition and development of commercial
and residential property

schemes. In his previous
role as well as the corporate
advice he advised several
national professional football leagues on their structures and advised on the
sale and distribution of
broadcast rights across several major sporting events
and advised numerous premiership footballers on
their playing contracts.
Mike replaces JMW’s current
Head of Corporate Chris
Moss who is leaving the firm
to work in-house at JMW’s
client Dolphin Capital in
July. Chris anticipates continuing to work closely with
his colleagues at JMW
within his new role.
It was been a buoyant few
months for the corporate
team at JMW who recently
completed deals for WHP,
Bennett Fozzard and Tushingham Moore.
Commenting on his appointment, Mike Blood said:
“I am delighted to join JMW
as I feel this is a great opportunity to join a dynamic and
ambitious firm. I am looking
forward to the chance of
heading up the corporate
department at JMW and
having the challenge of
helping to grow and develop the team further.”
Joy Kingsley, Senior Partner
at JMW said:“We are delighted to have secured
Mike Blood as our New
Head of Corporate as he
brings him enormous experience in the corporate legal
sector and we are confident
that he will enhance our
reputation further. Chris

Jonathan Gillow and David
Mkhitarian have both been
promoted to partner and
join Ian Riggs and Ian Gillis
who lead the firm’s dynamic
corporate offering across
the city.

Mike Blood

These promotions follow a
strong year for the team,
which advised on some of

the region’s most notable
corporate transactions.
The team has advised on
deals including the £36m
secondary buy out of Character World, the AIM IPO of
C4X Discovery plc, the take
private of Pochins plc and
Parkwood Holdings plc and
the disposal of VIP e-cigarette brand.
Commenting on recent successes, Ian Gillis said: “It has
been an excellent year for
the Hill Dickinson corporate

team. We’ve created a real
presence across the region
and these promotions underline the firm’s ongoing
commitment to investing in
quality people to help support this growth.”
The firm has also made a
further ten senior promotions across three of its business groups with three
promoted to partner and an
additional seven promoted
to legal director.

Moss leaves JMW with our
best wishes to join our
client Dolphin Capital and
we looking forward to continuing working closely
with him and the team at
Dolphin.”
JMW recently announced
that income at the firm is up
by 13% from £17.2 million
to £19.4 million and provisional profit up 8.5% from
£3.5 million to £3.8 million.
This is even more remarkable when looked at in the
context of the firm’s performance over the past five
years as fee income has increased by an exceptional
90% from £10.2 million to
£19.4 million now.
Last month JMW launched a
new version of their website. The firm has been very
successful in gaining work
from their online offering,
last year revenue form the
web totalled £1.3 million
and the firm took on over
700 cases across a variety of
disciplines.

Slater Heelis partner joins prestigious
panel with new appointment
A senior partner at Manchester-based
Slater
Heelis LLP has been
handed a prestigious appointment to join the
panel of Court of Protection Deputies by the Office of the Public Guardian
(OPG).
Chris Partington, who is also
head of private client at
Slater Heelis, has been invited to join the panel of expert Court of Protection
Deputies following a rigorous selection process.
The position as one of only
60 appointed Deputies in
the UK serves as recognition
of his continued and valuable work in the private
client – and specifically
Court of Protection – sector,
together with his handpicked Court of Protection
team at Slater Heelis.
The OPG is a government
agency, which protects people in England and Wales
who may not have the mental capacity to make certain
decisions for themselves.
The appointment will allow
Chris to continue and ex-

pand his work acting on behalf of the elderly and otherwise
vulnerable
or
incapacitated individuals.
Chris commented: “I’m
thrilled to have received
such high recognition for
practice in an important
area of law. I am able to
make a real difference to the
lives of underrepresented
people and I’m honoured to
have been awarded a position that will allow me to
advance this offering.”
Chris, who joined Slater
Heelis at the start of his
legal career in 2003, was
chosen to join the panel following an extensive fourstage selection process.
Competing with over 900
registered applicants, he secured his position on the
panel through the demonstration of his advanced
knowledge, experience and
commitment to client care.
He decided to apply for the
role in January of this year
following the government’s
decision to re-evaluate the
panel’s existing framework.
Previously, the panel has

consisted of 180 deputies,
who have remained active
members for four years at a
time with each appointment. Under the new structure, the OPG panel has
been condensed to just 60
members, all of whom will
serve for an extended period of 10 years.
He added: “The private
client team at Slater Heelis
has provided exceptional
service to our clients for
many years. To now be nationally acknowledged by
the court as a specialist in
this form of conflict resolution and legal support further cements our reputation
as the go-to firm for private
client matters in the Manchester area.”
The high-profile post will
allow Chris to steer the
growth and development of
the specialist private client
team at Slater Heelis, and
will broaden the firm’s
scope for future appointments – via the court, local
authority and through direct enquiries.

News
continued from front
cover
Firms continually have to
adapt to regulatory and
procedural changes, along
with the demands of the increasingly savvy consumer
who can compare fixed fee
quotes for a range of services from buying a house to
preparing a will at the click
of a mouse.
To keep costs down clients
increasingly opt for unbundled services where the
client pays for help with
parts of the case under a
limited retainer but generally leads the case. Unbundling might include
discrete advice about a specific step, drafting documents or providing a
Mackenzie friend. It can be
of particular assistance to
clients affected by the legal
aid cuts such as in housing,
immigration, welfare and divorce cases.
Standardised advice provided on a volume basis
(such as with Procter)
should be contrasted with
unbundled services which
are tailored specifically for a
client and properly priced.
The former will attract
claims merely because the
tight margins discourage
personal contact with
clients. The latter is a discrete service under a limited
retainer but is really only
suitable for clients who can

carry out fairly complex
work themselves. It would
probably not be appropriate in very complex cases or
for someone like Procter
who the Court described as
“unsophisticated” in the relevant field. The national
Law Society has warned solicitors that unbundling
risks:
(1) professional negligence
arising from insufficient
knowledge of the client’s
situation;
(2) professional misconduct
in relation to client care and
duties to the court and third
parties;
(3) failure to explain the limitations of services;
(4) unwittingly creating a
full retainer and being liable
to continue with the case
until the end but not being
able to recover the full costs;
and
(5) failure to comply with
professional indemnity insurance terms.
So where does this leave the
traditional full-service retainer? Ultimately, if the
consumer is made aware,
and has the intellectual and
emotional capacity to understand the risks, of entering into a full retainer for a
relatively cheap price, then
the law should allow the
consumer to make that
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choice. A problem with
commoditised advice is that
firms can feel inhibited from
being up-front about the
level of service they will provide for the price, and yet
the price makes it impossible to provide a “fuller” service profitably. Arguably,
there should be scope not
just for unbundling but also
for firms to offer to deal with
an entire transaction to a
standard that does not
meet the Bolam test. A
client ought to be able to
choose whether to pay for a
“lesser” service or pay more
for a “better” standard. If the
client chooses to pay for a
Mini, he ought not be able
to complain that he has not
been given a Rolls Royce.
The Supreme Court decision about consent in the
recent case of Montgomery
v Lanarkshire Health Board
lends support to the argument that the Bolam test
may not always be suitable
in the modern consumer
age. Montgomery won her
negligence claim against
the health board following
the birth of her baby with
serious disabilities. Montgomery’s diabetes meant
she was more likely to have
a large baby, which posed
health risks to mother and
baby. The doctor responsible for Montgomery’s care
considered the risks to be
small and so did not advise
her of them. In the doctor’s
view, Montgomery would

then have opted for a caesarean section. The doctor’s
approach was accepted
practice within the medical
profession. The court however held that the doctor’s
view that caesareans are not
in the maternal interest is a
value judgment and once
the argument departs from
purely medical considerations, the Bolam test is inappropriate.
Arguably, this case is relevant to the legal profession.
So long as information on
the risks of going for a “substandard” rather than a
“gold-plated” service is presented comprehensively
and accessibly to the client,
who is to say that the Bolam
test is always appropriate?
Why should it be?
The law ought to give
greater weight to self-determination where the client
has the emotional and intellectual capacity to weigh up
the risks in accordance with
his own personal circumstances and values.
Ultimately, however, neither
this nor unbundling offers a
solution to an “unsophisticated” client such as Procter,
and leaves the profession
needing to beware of systemising everything.
Adrian Kwintner,
Solicitor,
Mills & Reeve

Substantial International
Scholarships for Young Lawyers
Qualified and trainee lawyers are being invited to apply
for substantial funding to support them through their international study.
The HM Hubbard Trust is inviting applications from
lawyers who wish to study the law of Canada, Spain or
France in those countries. The Trust provides Scholarships
of up to £27,000 for a year’s Masters level course.
The Trust was established by the will of the London based
solicitor, Henry Malcolm Hubbard, who had business interests in Canada, Spain and Latin America. It is believed that
he worked in Barcelona and was instrumental in bringing
electricity to that part of Spain.
Past recipients are full of praise for the Trust:
“Doing the Masters was a very good way to learn about
Spanish and European law in areas that were relevant to
my future career as well as some that were new to me. I
am now in strong position when it comes to job interviews and my Spanish has come on leaps and bounds.
Thanks very much to the Trustees for giving me this fantastic opportunity.” Elizabeth Muirhead.
Whilst Andrina Hayden (neé Harris) said:
“A wonderful opportunity that has not only given me a
strong grounding in international law and left me fluent in
Spanish, but has allowed me to make friends from all over
the world. Thank you to the H M Hubbard trustees for
making this all possible.”
The closing date for applications is 30th November with
short-listed applicants being asked to meet with the
Trustees in mid-December.
Further information on the Trust and the application
process can be found at the Trust web site: www.hubbardlawscholarship.com. Application forms are also available
from the site.

Ethos Forensics offer independent forensic consultancy and expert witness services. We specialise in body fluids evidence including
blood pattern analysis, DNA profiling interpretation including mixtures and Low Template DNA techniques, textile damage assessment,
sexual offences casework, cold case reviews and quality systems in forensic science. Ethos Forensics provide the following services:
l Forensic consultation in relation to DNA and body fluids evidence
l Expert witness services for prosecution or defence, including case review, reinterpretation of evidence and provision of expert

testimony at court
l Training and guest lecturing services in forensic awareness, DNA profiling, sexual offences investigation, case assessment and
interpretation, forensic quality systems or bespoke courses to meet your requirements. Courses are suitable for all audiences
including legal professionals, law enforcement personnel, medical practitioners, forensic experts, students or other interested
parties
l Quality systems consultancy to ISO 17025:2005, laboratory auditing services and quality investigations
l Scientific article writing

Contact us to discuss your requirements or for a free initial consultation.

07796 546 224
sue.carney@ethosforensics.com
www.ethosforensics.com
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Military claims specialist enlists as new
coordinator of APIL group
A solicitor who acts on behalf of the military has
been chosen to head up a
national campaign group
which fights for the rights
of service personnel who
are injured on and off
duty.

Zoe said: “Often members of
the armed forces have
moved around a lot during
the course of their career
and don’t have the same
support network of family
and friends that so many of
us take for granted.

Zoe Sutton, from Slater and
Gordon in Manchester, specialises in helping members
of the armed forces who are
pursuing civil claims including those against the Ministry of Defence.

“Whether they’ve been
medically discharged or left
of their own accord, adjusting to life back on civvy
street can be hard and is
made even harder if something avoidable has happened to them yet the
person or organisation that
allowed it to happen refuses
to take responsibility.

The senior associate, who
tried out for the Army herself, has almost 15 years’ experience in the field which
led to her being elected secretary and then, in a matter
of months, coordinator of
the military special interest
group for the Association of
Personal Injury Lawyers
(APIL).
The role will see her set the
agenda for the group’s regular meetings and help to
promote the work of APIL, a
not-for-profit organisation
with 3,800 members from
the legal industry which
works to improve the service provided to victims of
personal injury.

Property
Solicitor,
Danielle Leeming, joins
Croftons Solicitors LLP as
the latest in the firm’s appointments to its property team.

Zoe Sutton

“So often these people, who
have proudly served their
country either as part of the
Army, Royal Navy or Royal
Air Force, can slip through
the net and don’t access the
help and support that’s
available to them.

Zoe, who trained at Guildford College of Law, joined
Slater and Gordon in 2013
and is now the firm’s national practice development leader for military
claims. Her clients range
from service personnel who
have suffered serious physical injuries to psychiatric illness and service complaints
such as cases of harassment
and bullying.

“That’s what led me to specialise in this field, to make
sure they’re not forgotten
about, and that’s an immensely rewarding job. To
be asked to be APIL coordinator is just the icing on the
cake – I feel privileged and
very proud.”

She also works closely with
military charities and is an
expert on the Armed Forces
Compensation
Scheme
which allows veterans to
claim where illness or injury
was caused as a result of
service on or after 6 April
2005.

Five things you didn't know about remarketing
If you offer the kind of service where customers don't
typically make an impulse
decision, remarketing (targeting ads at people who
visited your site but didn't
make an enquiry) initially
sounds like a dream come
true.
On the other hand, we've all
been stalked around the internet by annoying banners
that give remarketing a bad
name.
But here are five things you
might not know, which
could influence the way you
see and use this channel to
recapture lost website visitors.
1.It's not just banners
Remarketing Lists for Search
Ads mean previous visitors
to your site are more likely
to see your PPC ads in
search results if they enter a
relevant term. You can even
choose more generic keywords or show different ad

copy for these individuals,
bearing in mind they already know who you are.
2. Social is at it too
It's possible to show ads on
Facebook or Twitter to people who have previously
been on your site. Of course,
it may not be an appropriate
channel for every audience,
but the amount of time people spend on social media
means ads can get a lot of
exposure.
3.You don't have to annoy
people
Add a frequency cap to limit
the number of times a person will see your ad in a day,
so you're not constantly
bombarding them. You can
also set a time limit from
when they first visited your
site – so depending on how
urgently clients typically
need your service, you can
show ads for between 30
and 180 days.

Croftons’ Commercial Property Team
Expands

4. It's clever
You can show ads depending on what areas of your
site the person visited – for
example, you could only target people who visited a
specific service page, or exclude those who visited
your careers page. You can
also schedule ads to appear
when your audience is likely
to be online, and block sites
where you don't want your
ads to appear.
5. It actually works
There are countless case
studies out there of remarketing generating clicks and
enquiries, which we've certainly seen for our clients.
And once you've made the
effort to bring people to
your site, it makes financial
sense to try your best to turn
them into a lead.
Remarketing is becoming
increasingly sophisticated to
enable you to reach the
right people – so don't write
it off just yet.

Danielle, who trained at
North West law firm Marsden Rawsthorn Solicitors,
has worked on a number of
high profile commercial
property transactions since
2011, including sales and
purchases, property finance, commercial leases,
and development and planning.
Commenting on the appointment, Croftons’ Head
of Commercial Real Estate,
Bob Agnew said: “Danielle
is a welcome addition to our
team, particularly at a time
when the property market
is buoyant. Many of our
clients have exciting plans,
are critically looking at their
property portfolios and future needs, and are refocusing their assets to optimise
their value.”

Danielle has a first class degree in Law and Psychology.
Alongside her training, she
has worked in hotel management, where she has
been recognised for excellent customer care and attention to detail in planning
events. Former law firm
manager describes Danielle
as the best Trainee Solicitor
that she has worked with,
with so much enthusiasm
and always consistent.
“I am very excited to be joining Croftons,” adds Danielle.
“From the moment I met
Bob Agnew and Managing
Partner Simon Leighton, I
sensed the breadth of
clients and work I would be
involved in, the open and
friendly culture of the firm,
and the opportunities for
my own career development.”
Danielle will work directly
with Bob Agnew and Nataliya Healey (Associate Solicitor, who joined the firm
in March 2014 from Addle-

Danielle Leeming
shaw Goddard) and be part
of the 27-strong specialist
property and regeneration
team which provides a
range of legal services to
corporate clients, registered
providers (housing associations), local authorities and
property investors/developers. The firm has expanded
continuously over the past 5
years with a number of
major new client wins,
planned recruitment and
wider range of services.

Kings Chambers launches specialist
pain team
Kings
Chambers
has
launched
a
specialist
Chronic Pain Team to provide specialist services in
the complex area of chronic
pain.
The team will be led by
Fiona Ashworth, a leading
personal injury barrister
with 27 years' experience.
For the last 15 years she has
specialised in cases involving chronic pain.
Along with Fiona Ashworth
there are three further experts in personal injury litigation:
Helen Trotter,
Richard Livingston and Ruth
Taylor.
Together they will form the
new Pain Team acting
across the UK.
Chronic pain cases include
complex regional pain syndrome, chronic pain syndrome, chronic fatigue
syndrome, fibromyalgia,
conversion disorders and
somatoform disorders. Any
of these can be triggered by
trauma, both physical and
psychological.
What may at first appear to
be a relatively minor injury
can progress and lead to a
severe and long-lasting pain
condition. The severity and
extent of the symptoms can
develop so that the condition becomes far more wide
reaching than the original

Fiona Ashworth
injury and can affect areas
that were not involved in
the original trauma.

service to solicitors and
clients to run these difficult
and complex cases.”

Fiona Ashworth said:“It is
now
well-recognised
amongst the medical and
legal fraternity that initial
minor traumas can develop
into painful and disabling
conditions which can result
in large compensation
claims. Claimants can go on
to have a total destruction
of earning capacity and
have needs for aids and appliances and accommodation, sometimes for life. The
onus must be on the legal
community to take steps to
ensure that these cases do
not slip through the net and
that there are systems in
place to accurately identify
them.

In the UK some seven million people are living with a
chronic pain condition. The
average time for a satisfactory diagnosis of a chronic
pain condition is 2.2 years.

“We have established a dedicated team at Kings Chambers to offer a bespoke

Many claimants do not receive a satisfactory diagnosis of their chronic pain
condition until some time
after the index accident.
There is therefore a significant risk that these cases are
not identified and that the
link between the trauma
and the continuing pain
condition
is
missed.
This can lead to the
claimant being undercompensated and a potential
professional negligence action against the solicitors.
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Report from the Manchester Law Society Regulatory Conference
When it comes to attending
conferences, the words of
the late American humourist John Gould readily
to mind. Gould said: A lecture is an occasion where
you numb one end to benefit the other. I can vouch for
it being a long day but I definitely came out the other
side a little bit wiser. I must
thank MLS for all its hard
work organising such a
great event; Michelle Garlick
for chairing it and last, but
not least, give a nod to the
ladies who shared my table
for being so much fun (you
know who you are!). Without further ado the roundup is as follows:
Reflections on compliance
and Regulation
Rachel Dobson, Head of HR,
Compliance and Regulation
at Hugh Jones Solicitors,
kick-started the morning
with her own take on the
laws of compliance. For
those of you who missed it
(and it was a cracker) she
started with the “Headless
Chicken Index” which works
on the basis that the more
serious the issue the less
likely people will have
looked at the relevant policy. She also shared what
has to be one of my
favourite quotes from the
day: ‘you may have an office
manual but no b****r but
you will read it*’ (apart from
to tell you about your use of
split infinitives and double
negatives).
Rachel’s tales from the
trenches brought a wealth
of experience to the table
and she made it clear that,
in her view, the current industry trend for having policies for a procedure to
review further policies turns
the average lawyer off when
if comes to appreciating
compliance. She went on to
say: ‘it’s unrealistic to train
people on a vast number of
policies” and I cannot fault
her reasoning. It seems that
as lawyers we are often inclined to completely miss
the spirit of outcomes-focused regulation by creating layers of additional
rules.
On the subject of training
solicitors for the future,
which was a recurrent
theme throughout the day,
Rachel shared a number of
alarming advertisements
she had seen posted for
paralegals and unpaid interns who are clearly required to do the job people
expect of a solicitor for less
than the living wage. Her
view, which many delegated nodded at, is: ‘it cannot be right that clients are
being looked after by un-

paid interns or paralegals
and trainees on the NMW.
Anti- Money Laundering
Update
Kudos to Amy Bell, Head of
Risk and Compliance at
QualitySolicitors, for making
what could have been a dry
topic before morning coffee
(and very nice biscuits!) interesting, informative and
humorous.
Amy encouraged everyone
to read the FATF typologies
report Money Laundering
and Terrorist Financing Vulnerabilities of Legal Professionals (there is also a more
recent IBA/CCBE AML Typologies which has been
developed this year with
much input from the Law
Society’s MLTF) and use it as
a point of reference. There
are some fantastic free resources out there that no
MLRO should be without.
She also went on to share
her experiences of red flags
in the context of ‘real-life’ experiences she had dealt
with and warned delegates
about clients who show an
unusual level of familiarity
about the client due diligence process. The reaction
of a rushed fee earner might
be “great – I can get the file
open because they already
provided me with xyz and
answers to all my questions
about the source of funds”
but the reality is that unless
the client is a regular user of
legal services they often will
not have a clue what we
need or why. Her rule of
thumb is to accept that at
some point we are all going
to get targeted and possibly
caught out by a crook at
some point in our careers
and we need to be able to
explain ourselves if an investigating officer knocks
on the firm’s front door.
With regard to the much anticipated 4th EU Directive,
Amy’s view is that the treasury is likely to start consultation towards the end of the
year. There are going to be
some teething problems
one of which is the way
changes to simplified due
diligence will affect the use
of pooled client accounts if
banks insist on having to
verify the identity of all
clients who use it. Still on
the theme of due diligence
– we still do not know the
format of/who will control
the register of beneficial interests but her thoughts
were that it is unlikely that
legislation will allow us to
rely on the register as a
means of discharging our
obligations. Watch this
space….

It really was a packed session but my other favourite
quote of the day was when
Amy put into perspective
the need for the new professional enabler’s offence by
sharing the following statistic from law enforcement
agencies: Professional enablers are in the top 5
biggest issues in the fight
against money laundering.
At least that is after drug
dealing, firearms and people trafficking. For me, that
drives the point home!
SRA – principles, practice
and the big picture
Next up was Paul Marsh,
SRA board member, practising solicitor and former Law
Society President. He
started off by sharing his
views on the bigger picture:
I don’t think the government has the appetite for
more legislation on the regulation of lawyers. Although
he freely acknowledged
that the Legal Services Act is
imperfect and that the detail and complexity in primary
legislation
was
hampering the SRA’s ability
to deliver its regulatory objectives.
That said, one thing that really came across is that Paul
Marsh is passionate about
the solicitor brand and what
it means. He went on to assure us that in his wider role
as ambassador for the profession he can confirm that
our jurisdiction (England
and Wales) is still the envy of
the rest of the world. It was
comforting that someone at
the helm of the SRA takes
such a positive view given
that much of the legal press
seems to be casting doubt
on whether or not the title
has meaning anymore.
To hear that SRA corporate
strategy includes reforming
regulation to enable growth
and innovation was also encouraging as was confirmation that our regulator takes
the view that it cannot regulate 165,000 individuals on
the principle nanny knows
best. It is probably too early
to fully understand how the
SRA will achieve this lofty
goal but Mr Marsh did, during the Q&A panel session
before lunch, express his
view that the 20-page handbook goal set by Crispin
Passmore was something to
aim for. I was particularly
amused by Michelle Garlick’s observation that
someone had commented
to her that a food blender
came with a longer set of instructions.

utive Officer of the Law Society, delivered a slot dedicated to the Law Society’s
strategy between now and
2020. To me, what stood out
is the sheer number of fingers our representative
body has in figurative pies
as it seeks to support, promote and represent such a
diverse profession. It is easy
to forget that there is a
wider world outside the one
within which we individually practise. Ms Dixon was
keen to stress that one-size
does not fit all and the
needs of high street/city/inhouse lawyers are very different.
Ms Dixon takes the view
(which everyone agreed
with) that the way in which
solicitors work is facing an
unprecedented change and
that the drivers for this were
as varied as the use of technology in the modern era to
funding cuts and our relationship with the EU. The
Law Society must help the
profession respond to the
changes and it can do this
not only through training
but by analysing how it can
best represent members’ interests to the Government.
A recurring theme throughout the day, and one that no
one seems to yet know the
answer to, is how solicitors
can be differentiated from
other providers of legal
services. The Law Society
believes the answer may lie
in understanding how solicitors perceive themselves
versus how clients and the
public perceive them. I suspect, based on both the SRA
and Law Society comments,
that we are going to continually revisit the question:
are solicitors members of a
profession or business people with a title?
Cybercrime in the Legal
Profession
One of the surprising highlights (remember I got excited
about
money
laundering a few paragraphs ago so this is not
going to be rock and roll by
any normal person’s standards) was the post-lunch
session on cybercrime.
Mickaela Fox, a partner at
Weightmans, who has acted
for a number of law firms
who have been in the unfortunate position of having
their client account cleaned
out by fraudsters, provided
a very clear outline as to
how vishing, phishing and
SMiShing (try saying those
three times fast!) work in
practice.

The Law Society’s Strategy
Catherine Dixon, Chief Exec-

I had no idea how sophisticated some of these decep-

tions could be and no
longer will I cynically roll my
eyes when I hear of some
poor soul duped into giving
away client account details
and passwords. I do not
think that there was a single
person in the room (apart
from Detective Superintendent Jason Hudson,
Head of Operations for
TITAN, North West Regional
Organised Crime Unit) who
could hold their hands up
and say that they would not
have fallen for some of the
telephone scams described.
That does not mean they
are impossible to protect
yourself against but it does
mean that if you are both
cyber-ignorant and confident that you are safe – you
really are in for a shock one
of these days.
Rounding off the cybercrime session were Detective Superintendent Jason
Hudson, Daniel Prince of
Lancaster University and
Stephen Robinson of Xyone
Cyber Security who delivered a symposium aimed at
helping firms take steps to
protect themselves. One
staggering statistic was that
the annual cost of cybercrime in the North West
alone is just short of £107
million! If you want to know
what the top tips are then
the government website
has a number of publications that can be downloaded for free.
SRA Panel Debate
Last but not least the day
ended with an SRA Q&A
and drinks reception. On
the panel were Paul Marsh
and Jane Furniss who sit on
the SRA board, along with
two exective directors
Robert Loughlin, (Operations and Quality) and
Richard Collins (Strategic
Planning and Performance).
This was our time as delegates to ask the SRA whatever we wanted. As I was
tasked with making a note
of the conference, I was
hoping for a bun fight but it
was all very informative and
civilised.
Jane Furniss chaired the
panel session and kicked off
by commenting that 300
plus law firms in the Manchester area were responsible for contributing £645
million to the local economy which was, I believe,
her way of saying “we take
you seriously”. She also
pointed out that the SRA is
in a no-win situation because on the one hand regulated individuals say “keep
off the grass”, but on the
other say “please can we
have some more guidance”.
On the latter point the

panel acknowledged that
whilst the ambition for all
firms to have a single point
of contact within a firm had
not worked, significant resource had been put into
getting the small firms support up and running and at
the end of July a new service will be launched
through its supervision
team.
Key points arising from
the panel discussion were:
• The SRA is relaxed about
the Bar Standards Board
being given the power to
authorise regulated entities.
They view it as inevitable
that other regulators would
want to get involved.
• Professional indemnity insurance and the compensation fund are back on the
menu for this year despite
the LSB knocking back proposals to reduce the
mandatory minimum cover.
It will be a while before this
filters through but there will
be a consultation.
• There are absolutely no
plans afoot to prevent solicitors from holding client
money.
• The changes to the CPD
regime are causing some
real issues. It is clear that
some firms are sceptical
that the declaration will
mean anything and, whilst
the previous CPD regime
had a tick box mentality
about it, at least there was a
guaranteed level of minimum training. The SRA are
aware of the dissatisfaction
and this will no doubt form
part of on-going discussions between the regulator
and the Law Society as both
entities seek to keep the bar
high in terms of professional standards.
And, after all that the conference drew to a close for
another year but, I am sure
that all in attendance will
agree that it was a hugely
successful event. See everyone at the MLS Regulatory
Conference 2016!
Joanne Smith
Weightmans LLP
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Lawyers raise the bar with fundraising efforts for victims of Nepal earthquake
A law firm was on the case
when it came to helping
survivors of the earthquake in Nepal.
Slater and Gordon, which
opened its flagship office in
Manchester city centre earlier this year, organised a series of fundraising activities
which raised more than
£3,500 for the Disasters
Emergency Fund.
Their efforts were inspired
by Ikshya Chhetri, a legal advisor at Mosley Street, who
is originally from Nepal and
whose parents were caught
up in the devastation back
home.
As the disaster hit the headlines, she immediately
phoned home but said it

took her an hour to get
through.

home at all for three or four
days.”

“It was the worst hour of my
life,” she said.

Ikyshya teamed up with colleagues Sarah Jones, Sadiya
Zaib and Leona Ho for raffles, cake sales and a dress
down day on a red and blue
theme – the colours of
Nepal’s flag. Staff also added
a touch of glamour by wearing red lipstick and took to
social networking site Twitter to share their snaps of
#RedLipsForNepal.

“My mum was at work and
my dad was at home when
it happened but thankfully
both of them were safe.
“All my dad could see were
the doors and windows
shaking and although he
managed to get out, everything inside was destroyed.
They didn’t go back in for
two days and slept in a tent
outside for a week.
“My mum works at the hospital and had to help getting all the patients outside.
When casualties started
coming in she didn’t come

perience.
“They are such a generous
culture. They don’t have
much but what they do
have they will share with
you and it just taught me to
be grateful for what we
have.”

The fundraising team

Sarah, a clinical negligence
lawyer, who spent a month
volunteering in Nepal earlier this year, added: “I
worked at a centre for
young adults with learning
disabilities, similar to the
people I represent, and it really was a life-changing ex-

Sarah Jones

Manchester’s finest young legal
talent needs you
JCI Manchester, leading networking group for young professionals, is calling for Manchester to celebrate the best legal talent in the region.
The Manchester Young Talent Awards, hosted by the group, are back for a sixth year and
give the region the chance to nominate the finest young talent across creative and digital,
finance, legal, property, recruitment and of course the celebration of entrepreneurial flair
and rising stars.

Ikyshya and her parents

Nominations are now open, as of 27th May 2015 and aim to recognise up to ten outstanding individuals between the ages of 18 and 39 who exemplify the best attributes of Manchester's young people. JCI Manchester will present the Young Talent Awards for 2015 at a
packed Awards Dinner on 19th November at the Imperial War Museum Manchester.
The ceremony will highlight each winner's career so far and provide a stage from which the
winners can challenge and inspire young people in Manchester. Winners will be selected
by a panel of independent judges whom are respected members of the Manchester business/professional community.
JCI Manchester 2015 President, Kim Holden said‘We are incredibly proud of showcasing
Manchester’s finest young talent. JCI turns 100 years old this year so the awards will be the
biggest and best yet. We know Manchester is an incredible place to live and work and the
MYTAs are an opportunity to showcase that. This will be the 6th year of the awards and no
doubt the talent will be better than ever.
The Manchester Young Talent Awards will celebrate the achievements of the rising stars of
the city and show why Manchester is a northern powerhouse to be reckoned with. Over the
years JCI Manchester has celebrated the talent of many recognisable business figures and
all nominations come straight from the people closest to the stars. Get behind your young
talent Manchester and send your nominations for the professionals you want to recognise!”
Nominations for the awards are now open and the deadline for entries is the 1st September with the shortlist being announced shortly afterwards.
To register for more information about the MYTA including how to enter, nomination criteria and tickets visit http://www.mytawards.co.uk/

Winners of the Manchester Young Talent Awards 2014

A little bit of history
Statue of Abraham
Lincoln, Lincoln Square
It may seem unusual for
Manchester to have a statue
of Abraham Lincoln, as
there are no obvious links to
the 16th President of the
United States. In fact, Manchester was a very important ally to Abraham
Lincoln’s Union during the
American Civil War. As the
largest processor of cotton
in the world, Manchester
took a strong moral and political stance by choosing to
boycott Southern Cotton in
protest against the use of
slave labour.
The statue was originally
erected in Platt Fields, but in
1986 the Lincoln statue was
moved to become the focal
point of a new public space,
Lincoln Square, in the centre of Manchester. It was
mounted on a new pedestal
on which was engraved extracts from a letter written
by Lincoln in 1863 to the
working men of Lancashire
recognising the sufferings
they were undergoing in
the war that was to result in
the legal abolition of slavery

in all of the states of the
USA.

The artist was George Grey
Barnard and was donated to
Manchester in 1919.
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Feature

Talking Heads
This month we asked practitioners “Does the current legal market dictate
that the Lord Chancellor should be a qualified lawyer?”
Yes. Perhaps the question could read “Should” rather than “Does”. The Lord Chancellor was meant to represent the rule of law and justice before the office
was abolished by Tony Blair and replaced with a Minister of Justice. To have no experience or qualifications in law or how the process works and little understanding of the balances needed to achieve justice, it is no surprise that the system is in tatters.
A Minister of Justices’ oath is ‘to respect the rule of law’ and ‘defend the independence of the judiciary’ whilst ensuring ‘the provision of resources for the
efficient and effective support of the courts’. Moreover, the Minister of Justice has a duty to comply with article 6 of the Human Rights Convention: ‘Everyone charged with a criminal offence has the following minimum rights:…to defend himself…through legal assistance of his own choosing, or if he has
not sufficient means…to be given it free when the interests of justice so require’.
Given that legal aid has been franchised, rates of pay slashed, the introduction of a Public Defence Service, and a poor record on judicial review, why should
the ‘market’ trump the rule of law or access to justice? No market should dumb down experience and qualification when justice is paramount.
Peter Smith
Barrister
Deans Court Chambers
One would be hard pushed to disagree with the conclusion reached by the Constitution Committee of the House of Lords in December 2014 that there
would be inherent advantages to appointing a Lord Chancellor with a legal background, due to the importance of his duties to the rule of law. This is because it is essential that legal system is defended by someone with a developed knowledge of that system.
This couldn’t be more appropriate in the current political climate. The disadvantage of a non lawyer holding the position is that the justice system is open
to being embroiled in the debate of where can money be trimmed off the government’s budget. A lawyer would recognise the danger of having a politician desperate to try and please his superiors who are pursuing a policy of austerity. Suddenly the industry can be represented by an individual more concerned with saving money than with upholding its duties to the rule of law. Cuts to legal aid are just an example of this. Politically speaking it can be spun
to be a move towards a more efficient system. However anyone with legal experience would be defend that it risks discrimination against those unable
to pay privately for legal services.

Gwyn Lewis
Partner
Burton Copeland
There is no longer any constitutional requirement for the Lord Chancellor to be a lawyer. No more than there is a requirement for the defence secretary
to be a General. The recent Lord Chancellor, Chris Grayling was not a lawyer and did not consider it to be a disadvantage. It is interesting to note that the
postholder is in charge of the Ministry of Justice rather than the Lord Chancellor’s Department. In other words, it is regarded in government as a ministry
in the same way as all the others, instead of some arcane preserve of legal professionals.
It would also be wrong to suggest that lawyers in the post have been friendlier to the legal profession than non-lawyers. The Legal Aid reforms and other
“antilawyer” measures were started by Jack Straw and Ken Clarke – both lawyers.
This government and its predecessors have regarded law as a business in which, for example, government is a purchaser of legal services through Legal
Aid. It wants efficiency, cost effectiveness, and value. In that context it could be argued that the attributes required of the Lord Chancellor are more
those of a supply chain manager than a lawyer.
Andrew Welch
Managing Partner
Stephensons
The short answer is “not necessarily”. Although, since the seventeenth century, just the incumbent Michael Gove and his predecessor Chris Grayling have
been the only non-lawyers to hold the post, the introduction of the Constitutional Reform Act 2005 altered the Lord Chancellor’s remit, including removing judicial functions, so the role has changed.
What I believe is far more important is to have a Lord Chancellor who genuinely consults and takes seriously the views of the profession when making
the difficult decisions that inevitably come with the role. The non-lawyer has a steeper learning curve when it comes to understanding the detail behind
the headlines. Our views come from years of experience and practice. In my field of family law groups such as Resolution and the Association of Lawyers
for Children focus on the impact of change on the end user, our clients.
The Lord Chancellor needs to have the skills to listen objectively rather than spouting media-friendly soundbites and generalisations that all we care about
is ourselves and “we would say that wouldn’t we”. It’s simply not true. Fundamental reform such as scrapping the HRA 1998, and continuing cuts to legal
aid are too important to allow political dogma to override objective assessment.
Andrew Moore
Principal Associate
Mills & Reeve LLP
I’d love to be able to rail strongly against this, but much as the Industry (there’s that word again) would also like to believe that only Lawyers should run
Law Firms, the sad fact is that the Market, the Government and the World at large simply doesn’t agree with us.
The House Of Lords’ Constitution Committee published a report in December 2014 after an investigation into this question, and recognised the advantage of a legally-qualified Lord Chancellor, but confirmed unequivocally that it wasn’t essential. In their view, adherence with the Ministerial Code was
good enough, what with its duty to act lawfully and in accordance with the rule of law.
As in so many other situations facing us, perspective and change have been forced upon the legal community. Not all of it is welcome, but none of it is
avoidable. It's a sad state of affairs when the man at the head of the UK legal system seems to have little affinity for it, and in similar news I’ll always
more comfortable knowing that a Surgeon has had basic medical training before making similarly damaging cuts.
Steve Kuncewicz
Head of IP & Media,
Bermans
Council Member
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Join Team NSPCC for the
happiest 5k on the planet!
Do you want to add some
happiness to your life? Join
Team NSPCC for the happiest 5k on the planet The Manchester Color Run
.
Taking place at the Etihad
Stadium on Sunday 5 July,
The Color Run sees participants doused in bursts of
coloured powder at each
kilometre of the 5k route.
As the official charity partner for The Color Run 2015,
the NSPCC is calling on people to join Team NSPCC, don
their white outfits and walk,
jog, dance and party their
way along the course at any
pace.
After crossing the finishline,
powdered party goers join

the Colour Festival Area to
enjoy a great mix of DJs,
MCs,the infamous ‘Color
Throws’plus a host of colour
giveaways. And as if that
wasn’t enough, brand new
for 2015, the ‘Happiest 5k’
will shimmer and shine as
participants are treated to a
fifth colour zone where glitter explosions will light the
skies.
Louise Stimson, NSPCC
of
community
head
fundraising in Manchester,
said: “We’re absolutely delighted to be the official
charity partner of The Color
Run 2015. By taking part
and raising money for the
NSPCC, you’ll be joining our
fight for every childhood,

helping us to protect children and prevent abuse in
Manchester and beyond.”
Money raised for the NSPCC
through The Color Run 2015
will help to fund services
such the charity’s Schools
Service, which aims to reach
every primary school in
Manchester and across the
UK, to ensure that children
recognise abuse, understand how to protect themselves, and where to go for
help if they need it.

All Goes Swimmingly
Adrian Hawley, Head of Court of Protection at PIC Legal Costs and colleague Philip
Glynn took the plunge on Saturday 13 June to take part in the Great North Swim.
The brave guys swam a mile each in the murky Lake Windermere waters to raise funds for
the spinal cord injuries charity, The Back-Up Trust.
Both were delighted to smash their personal bests, with Adrian finishing in 33 minutes
and 48 seconds and Philip in 44.47.
All monies raised will be donated to The Back-Up Trust who help to transform the lives of
those affected by spinal cord injuries.

For further information and
to book your place in the
happiest 5k on the planet,
visit www.nspcc.org.uk/colorrun or call 0844 892 1119.

Send your Charity & CSR stories for
the August edition of the Messenger
to j.baskerville@jbaskerville.co.uk
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Family lawyers need to adapt to
changing legal world
By Alison Bull, partner in the family team at the Manchester office
of Mills & Reeve.
The family legal market
has changed dramatically
in recent years with the
abolition of legal aid for
most divorce cases and
subsequent increase in
so-called ‘litigants in person’ resulting in the clogging up of the already
creaking
family
law
courts.
Despite the changing legal
landscape, it appears that
family lawyers are not
adapting quickly enough to
the changing legal environment and need to collaborate more with other
professionals to help clients
through the distress of a divorce.
We recently conducted a
survey of more than 100
professionals working in the
family arena including financial advisers, counsellors
and therapists.
The study revealed that
71% believe family lawyers
are not adapting fast
enough, while 80% said
very few law firms are actively working with other
professionals.
65% claimed there is a resistance amongst family
lawyers to working in collaboration with others, putting the resistance down to
the lack of understanding of
what other professionals
can bring to the process.
For many years, we have referred clients to counsellors
at an early stage in the divorce process and found
that this helps clients to
make informed decisions
about next steps and how
best to resolve their differences.
We have also found that
counselling helps clients in
mediation and the collaborative family law process top
manage emotional distress
and conflict and so achieve
a quicker and more cost-ef-

fective outcome. We recommend further that when
clients have to step onto
what is often the emotionally and financially expensive treadmill of litigation,
they have emotional and
psychological support as
well as legal support.
When clients first consult us
they may be angry, frustrated and worried about
the future, as well as feeling
sad and often guilty about
the impact of their separation on their children. It is
important that family professionals help clients to
deal with some of this, so
that they are able better to
focus on the financial, practical and legal aspects that
need to be sorted out, and
at the same time look after
themselves and most importantly their children.
This help may involve referral out to counselling or
other form of therapy, or
through the clients engaging in mediation or the collaborative process. These
processes may involve
counsellors and others with
a therapeutic background
directly in meetings. .
One former client said to me
recently that looking back
on their experience of the
collaborative process it was
very positive. Both parties
now have new partners and
continue to work together
as parents. Their children
are currently taking their
GCSEs and A’ levels and are
expected to do well. They
each had some therapeutic
support during the process.
Another couple who have
recently been in mediation
commented how helpful
the process was in helping
them to get back on track
with respectful communication about the arrangements for their child. It
wasn’t easy and there was
no obvious solution but
with the facilitative help of

mediation they reached a
workable consensus about
where they would each live
and how much time their
child would spend with
each of them.
It is not uncommon for couples to come to mediation
at the brink of making an
application to court and to
leave with an agreement
about the way forward. It’s
important to remember
that the vast majority of
children of all ages love
both their parents, warts
and all, and want them to
be able to have a civil and
respectful relationship.
The family legal arena has
seen a change in the law recently that requires the majority of couples to attend a
mediation information and
assessment meeting, and
this is now being more actively enforced by the
courts. We are likely in the
future to see a far greater
focus in the future on the
“voice of the child” in the
family dispute resolution
process; especially those
aged 10 or over, following
recent recommendations of
the Voice of the Child Dispute Resolution Advisory
Group.
A key question for many
people who are setting out
on the divorce process is
how they will make sure
they put their children first.
Mediation and collaborative
family law enable people to
take decisions for their family without an expensive
and unnecessary court
fight, without risking an uncertain outcome, and
should ensure that the children are centre stage. Many
of our clients feel that they
will be able to look back on
the divorce with respect for
themselves and their former
spouse, and, they tend to
feel more optimistic for the
future, especially in terms of
continuing to parent their
children.

scan me to download your
complimentary
Manchester Law Society Reward Card
smart phone app
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Management Matters
This column is now into its fifth year and feedback is still good. We would still like to receive observations and ideas for future
issues. Please mail Bill Kirby at billkirby@professionalchoiceconsultancy.com or the publisher Julia Baskerville at
j.baskerville@jbaskerville.co.uk

Only Two Weeks to Go
Fear Factor and Compliance. This new threat to IT security that cannot be ignored
The 14 July 2015 is very close and unless the right protection is in place your firm could be at a much greater risk from
hackers and malware attacks which can breach and bring
down your core practice and case management systems as
well as your e-mail as on that date Microsoft is withdrawing
support for their Windows Server 2003.
As the owner of the business you have a duty of care and responsibility as well as a fundamental client and bank security responsibility.
If you have any doubts about the versions of your software
and as time is rapidly running out you can contact MLS Advantage supplier ConvergeTS who potentially can sort you
out or point you in the right direction
Call the help desk on 0345 872 4400 or e-mail aaron.naisbitt@convergets.co.uk
Visit their website to view their clients, experience within
the legal sector and compliance, security, business continuity and disaster recovery www.convergets.co.uk

Keeping the Customer Satisfied
It’s more than legal delivery and price
Whilst firms get the thumbs up from customers for great
technical expertise and delivering positive outcomes, there
are still a number of key areas for improvement.
The most important areas flagged by customers as having
the potential to increase their satisfaction, were the speed
of response, upfront clarity on timescales and fees, combined with regular progress reporting and fees updates.
Joe Reevy of www.legalrss.co.uk and www.words4business.com brought to my attention the results of a very substantial survey by Law Net. 25,000 client experience
questionnaires and 1,100 mystery shops.

It confirms many of the points made in this column abut
how important customer satisfaction are to the firms sustainability and growth
• The results show that the price quoted for a job is one of
the least important factors in the decision to appoint a firm,
with recommendation or previous contact being the most
persuasive reasons, making customer satisfaction key to future growth.
• The feedback also showed that advertising alone was not
enough to convert customers, with only 3% saying this was
an influencing factor, pointing to a need for greater emphasis on sales follow up by firms.
• Qualitative feedback from mystery shopping showed that
where follow up processes were not adhered to, clients interpreted it as a lack of interest and firms were unlikely to
convert the business.
• Commenting on the results, Andrew McMillan, former
head of customer service for John Lewis, said: “This research
is invaluable in providing the big picture to the sector and
it underlines the bare truth of what customers are looking
for when they buy legal services. It shows that the basics are
the same as in any other sector for today’s sophisticated
purchaser.”
• “Without those basics – or so-called ‘hygiene factors’ – in
place, it’s impossible to make the leap into developing a real
customer-focused personality,” added McMillan, who oversaw John Lewis securing the UK Best Retailer top slot for
keeping its customers happy.
• “Retailers have always seen customer experience as the key
to success and profitability, whereas professionals still tend
to focus on the technical,” said LawNet chief executive Chris
Marston. “But in a world where clients can place an order online, choose a delivery slot and receive an almost instant
email despatch confirmation, those expectations are being
brought into the legal sector and firms must do all they can
to improve the customer journey. It’s about being easy to do
business with.”
• “Having a great service proposition is all very well, but if enquiries aren’t captured and followed up, that’s a terrible
waste. Follow up isn’t being pushy, it’s about responding to
an identified need. Satisfied clients will bring repeat business and recommend you to others, and our research has
proved that service is much more important than price – a
mere 4% of respondents quoted cost as the reason for instructing the firm.”
LawNet’s publication The Customer Experience : Lessons for
law firms, covering the research and learning is available as
a White Paper for download or in print.

There’s More
The major crime is that much of the cost and effort in marketing is going to waste because of a complete failure to
handle new enquiries or client contact in an effective manner.The north-west is no exception to this as a recent survey
has identified with the headline
Over 75% of new business calls made to North West professional services firms fail to reach someone able to
handle the enquiry.
Firms with a poor rating are not only putting existing clients
at risk but wasting time and effort on stimulating new business enquiries. Where firms have been advised of the results,
the management of firms has been stunned by their own
ratings
This survey, commissioned by telephony company Concert
Networks www.concertnetworks.co.uk was conducted by
calling 50 North-West based professional service firms and
measuring how effectively firms are able to deal with a new
business enquiry.
These findings are consistent with the MCM Mystery Shopper Report, ‘Customer Experience-Law Firms’, and Ian
Cooper’s ‘Survey Report for Lawyers on Converting Tele-

phone Enquiries Into Profitable Business’ which confirm
how poor firms are at handling inbound enquiries:Concert MD, Neil Hollands, commented ‘we were interested
in seeing if the survey showed any improvement from last
year.
Whilst the results are an improvement on 2014 – when 83%
of calls failed to reach someone able to handle the calls they are still very poor. ‘

Of Note:
• The most valuable asset of any firm is its client base. It
needs to be protected. But it also needs developing, building and refining. Process and staff culture change has to be
responsive
• If a firms marketing efforts stimulate an enquiry it must not
be wasted – process and culture again
•A surprise to many 100 person law firms is that with good
marketing spend they can generate 500 enquiries a month.
At £500 per file 25% conversion can be worth £750k per
annum and 50% worth £1.5million.
Neil says “I challenge firms to check how many enquiries
they are getting and scale the numbers for your own firm
and be stunned”
More challenges:
• Walk through your firms and hear the repetitive tone of the
phone ringing. Ever wondered if it is going to be answered.
• How frustrated do your receptionist/operators get at trying to transfer a call to someone willing and available to take
it?
• Be aware research again says that if a customer has a bad
experience they will tell as many as 26 people, who then
pass it on further. Potentially, 500+ people get to hear how
bad you are!
• Are all your staff working at full capacity? Have your clients
and prospects the time and inclination to wait until you are
ready? Generating new leads is easy and doesn’t cost much

Innovation
Surprise for audience
With my winning Cup Final ticket in my pocket I attended
the Docutech (MLS Advantage member) and Ricoh event at
Manchester United’s Old Trafford ground. The Docutech and
legal industry session including a tour of the ground was
part of a two day extravaganza.
Lots of people would have just expected boring old copiers
and laser printers but what was on view were interactive tables – just like Sky Sports that would enable lawyers to share
and amend multiple documents together, video conferencing and the ability to share and amend documents from different locations.
Potentially a massive contributor to agile working. I will be
exploring further over the next few months but in the
meantime feel free to contact jasondixon@docutechsolutions.co.uk
Bill Kirby is a director of Professional Choice Consultancy offering advice to firms on business issues from
strategy, planning, business development, the effective
use of IT applications and IT hosting for compliance,
business continuity and DR. He can be contacted at billkirby@professionalchoiceconsultancy.com
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Charity & CSR

Andrew returns from Wooden Spoon Arctic Challenge
Eversheds Associate Andrew Walker has made it
back safely after the challenge of a lifetime. Andrew took part in the
Arctic Rugby Challenge
organised by the Wooden
Spoon charity.
Andrew joined former England international rugby
stars Tim Stimpson, Ollie
Phillips and Lee Mears in a
100 mile trek to the North
Pole before they played a
game of rugby and set an
official Guinness World

Record for the northernmost game of rugby ever.
The whole expedition took
the team 3 weeks which included a week of training
and acclimatising at Resolute Bay, North Canada.
The squad learned how to
camp in temperatures as
low as -35 degrees, how to
efficiently
pull
pulks
(sledges) weighing up to
60kg, and how to protect
themselves against the very
real threat of polar bears.
‘It was the most incredible

experience to have been a
part of.’ said Andrew on his
return. ‘It was undoubtedly
a once in a lifetime opportunity and something that I
will remember for a long
time.’
‘The trek was both physically and mentally draining
as we walked for over 8
hours every day only ever
stopping for a maximum of
10 minutes. With nothing
other than ice rubble to aim
for on the horizon you had
to stay focussed through-

out, keep your head down
and really grind out the
hard yards. The temperature
would often drop to as low
as -30 which is pretty chilly
when you are active and
walking during the day but
it’s another level when you
have to camp in that.’
‘There was clearly a huge
rugby element to our trek
and the rugby ethos was
apparent throughout the
three weeks. We trekked together as one big squad relying on each person for a
different task – if someone

Hill Dickinson Partner punches above his
weight to attain highest karate rank
Corporate partner at Hill
Dickinson’s Manchester
office, Ian Gillis has become one of the youngest
people in the World Kase
Ha Shotokan Karate Academy to attain a fifth dan
black belt following a
three-day international
karate training camp in
Germany.
“The real challenge has
been keeping the focus and
discipline to train during a
particularly busy time for
the Hill Dickinson corporate
team. I have been training
in Shotokan karate for 30

years and am delighted
with the outcome of the
grading” Ian commented.
Hill Dickinson were appointed as official legal
services supplier to GB
Taekwondo last year with
Ian leading a team that will
provide a wide range of
legal support to GB Taekwondo and individual athletes on the run up to the
Rio Olympic Games in 2016.
The partnership between
Hill Dickinson and GB Taekwondo will see both organisations working closely on

martial art grassroots CSR
campaigns to benefit
schools and local communities across the Northwest.

North West law firm sets an epic Charity Challenge in aid of
Alder Hey Children’s Charity
Commercial law firm Brabners has announced its
plans to raise money for
Alder Hey Children’s Charity with a marathon paddle, cycle and hike across
the Lake District.
Lawyers from Brabners have
organised their intensive
Charity Challenge which
will see them take on rival
teams made up of clients
and contacts in the full day
event in aid of the firm’s
nominated charity for 2015,

Alder Hey Children’s Charity.
The Charity Challenge starts
with canoeing on Derwentwater Lake before cycling
over 30 miles to Buttermere
and back via the Honister
Pass (1,167 ft) and the Whinlatter Pass (1,043 ft) and finishes by scaling the
Coledale Horseshoe on foot,
all inside 12 hours. There is a
shorter route which involves canoeing, cycling
over 20 miles and ends with
a 5 mile hill walk.

The Charity Challenge has
raised a mammoth £73,000
for various charities since it
began in 2005.
The event takes place on
Saturday 13 June and is supported by Leisure Lake
Bikes. If you would like to
enter a team please visit:
http://www.brabners.com/e
vents/brabners-charitychallenge-2015

didn’t pull their weight they
were quickly found wanting. We really had to dig in
and pull each other through
at various points on the
trek. The level of teamwork
shown was extraordinary
and the relationships that
were built out on the ice will
last a lifetime.’
‘My personal target was to
raise £25,000 and I would
like to thank all those who
supported me, including all
those at Eversheds and the
firm as a whole, to help me
achieve my goal – your do-

nations are very much appreciated. We as a squad are
striving to hit our £300,000
target so any further support is greatly received.‘
Andrew’s fundraising will
continue up to and
throughout the Rugby
World Cup this autumn and
anybody reading this, who
would like to help, please
email Andrew at andrewwalker@eversheds.co
or
visit
m
www.justgiving.com/Andrew-Walker87

Cycling Success for Gary Boyd
Gary Boyd, Partner at Hilary Meredith Solicitors
Limited has successfully
completed a 346 kilometre charity cycle challenge
from London to the Dutch
capital of Amsterdam to
raise funds for the Spinal
Injuries Association.
The 3 day challenge started
in Tunbridge Wells with the
group cycling through the
Kent countryside to catch a
ferry from Dover to Calais.
The next 2 days were spent
cycling across rural Holland
and ending up in Amsterdam.

Gary, who is co-ordinator of
Hilary Meredith Solicitors
sponsorship of the Spinal
Injuries Association Community Support Yorkshire
and Humberside, subjected
himself to 6 months gruelling training throughout
the Cheshire countryside in
order to prepare for the cycling challenge, which
raised over £50,000 overall.
He commented: “I’m absolutely thrilled to have
completed this challenge.
The support I received really
spurred me on when I
needed it most. I’ve met so

many fantastic people
along the way and would
like to thank everyone for
their donations and encouragement.”
Hilary Meredith, CEO of Hilary Meredith Solicitors said:
“On behalf of the whole
firm, I would like to congratulate Gary. He put himself
through months of hard
work and training and
should be proud of his
achievement.”
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MTSG News
On Wednesday 3rd June around 40 members of the
MTSG came together for our June social event which was
held at All-Star Lanes. Members were provided with food
and drinks, and an opportunity to unleash their competitive spirit with a game of bowling thrown in as well. Our
thanks go to BCL Legal who kindly sponsored the event.
Turning to education events, Deans Court Chambers
kindly hosted an evening of seminars focusing on commercial practice on Thursday 18th June. Attendees were
fortunate to listen to talks from Alex Taylor, who spoke
about whistleblowing; Jonathan King, who discussed unfair terms in commercial contracts; and Daniel Glover,
who provided an overview and update on commercial
debt recovery. The evening was a success and we are
grateful to Deans Court Chambers for arranging such an
event for the MTSG.
Members of the MTSG were also invited by the University
of Law to attend a networking lunch with students from

MYSG News
Summer has finally arrived! I’ve no doubt that you have all
enjoyed this glorious sunny weather and the MYSG are
keen to keep spirits high by holding some great summer
events over the next couple of months! The events will provide some great opportunities for networking and socialising. The MYSG is expanding all of the time; we’ve
established a fantastic reputation in Manchester over the
last few years and we are continuing to grow!
Our last social was the Spring Soriee, which was held at the
exquisite Great John Street Hotel. The event was a complete sell out, with drinks flowing freely and some delicious
gourmet
canapés.
We had some fabulous raffle prizes to offer including meals
at Fazenda, Per Tutti, and Grill on New York Street, and
vouchers for the Manchester Wine School and the new Spin
Factory at Spinningfields. All proceeds for the raffles went
to our chosen Charity Forever Manchester. Thank you to
our sponsors for the event, QC Legal Recruitment.
June has been a month of planning for the summer events
and on 9th July we are holding the annual beer tasting

CILEX News
CILEx Greater Manchester Branch
The branch will be running a full calendar of events during
2015 and so far the following events are scheduled:
CPD Events
25th June 2015 - CILEx Independent Practice Rights Roadshow
(Manchester Conference Centre, Conference Room 1, 78
Sackville Street, Manchester, M1 3NJ)
29th July 2015 - Topic TBC (with Park Square Chambers)
27th August 2015 - Topic TBC (with Park Square Chambers)
Social events
22nd July 2015 - Drink & Networking (Missoula Bar, Portland
St, M1 3HU)
Unless otherwise stated all CPD events take place at 6pm at
the offices of Weightmans LLP, 3 Piccadilly Place, Manchester, M1 3BN and are open to both members and non-members.
If you would like further details of any of these events
and/or you if have any requests or suggestions for CPD topics you’d like to see covered please contact the branch at:
manchestercilex@outlook.com

a variety of universities on Monday 22nd June. The event
was well attended, with the students showing a real interest in how the legal topics they study translate into day-today practice, in addition to asking for advice on how to
make their applications as strong as possible. Our thanks go
to our members who volunteered their time to attend and
to the University of Law for the invitation.
At the time this article goes to print, our annual Summer Ball
will be upon us, which, this year, takes place in the Compass
Room, The Lowry. Further details and photographs from the
evening will be available in next month’s edition, but our
thanks go to the three MTSG Ball Secretaries for all their hard
work both for this event and the hugely successful Winter
Ball that took place last November.
Finally, in my last article I explained that the election period
for the MTSG Committee 2015-2016 was fast approaching.
The window in which to submit a nomination is now open
and will close at 5pm on Tuesday 7th July so make sure you
keep this date in mind. Voting will then begin, with the results announced at an election night social. If you haven’t
submitted a nomination yet but are considering doing so
and have any questions, or if you simply want to know more
about the work of the MTSG Committee, please do not hes-

event at Beermoth in the Northern Quarter. Here you will be
able to sample just what goes into that perfect pint, choosing
from an array of different brews. You will be able to register for
this event on our website and look out for the mail shot we will
shortly be forwarding to you. The event will be sponsored by
Anakin Seal Legal Recruitment.
With many of us getting ready for our holidays this summer,
fitness and nutrition seems to be a very popular topic at the
moment! We are currently arranging a lifestyle, nutrition and
fitness seminar over the next few weeks to give us that extra
boost to motivate us to hit the gym and learn about the benefits of regular exercise and healthy eating. We hope that the
seminar will assist you with personal training and diet plans,
reduce the risk of stress and educate you on how fitness can
give you more energy, encouraging exercise to become a part
of your daily routine. We will email full details of this to all of
our members shortly. QC Legal and the MYSG are currently in
talks to start a running club too. This will be a great way for us
all to motivate each other to keep running!

itate to contact us via the usual
methods listed below, or by
emailing kieran.duignan@slatergordon.co.uk.
As always, please continue to
check our website and Facebook
page for regular updates, and
follow us on Twitter (@mcrtsg) if
you aren’t doing so already.
Kieran Duignan
MTSG Chair 2014-2015
Slater and Gordon
The Manchester Trainee Solicitors Group provides social, educational, sporting and networking opportunities for junior
legal professionals in and around Manchester. If you would
like to join us as a paralegal, prospective trainee, trainee or
newly qualified solicitor, please visit the ‘Join Us’ section of
our website: www.mtsg.org.uk

Thank you as always to our sponsors for their generosity and
involvement in all of our events.
The MYSG has over 1000 members and we invite qualified
Solicitors up to 10 years PQE (excluding partners) from in
and around Manchester to join our group. We offer Manchester’s Young Solicitors the opportunity to attend Solicitor and inter-professional social events, as well as
educational and sporting events throughout the year.
Please continue to check our website, www.mysg.org.uk, as
well as your emails, for all of the upcoming events. If you
would like to be added to the MYSG mailing list, or if you
have any ideas for future events you would be interested in
attending and would like us to organise, simply email us at
info@mysg.org.uk Membership is completely free and the
cost of the events is met by Sponsors. If you are a company
who is interested in sponsoring these events, then please
email jemma.goldstone@jmw.co.uk
Jemma Goldstone, JMW Solicitors LLP,
MYSG Committee Sponsorship Officer.

People have been enquiring about the annual MYSG Summer
BBQ, which is always very popular and scheduled to take place
at the beginning of August. We are currently looking at venues for this to ensure this is a fabulous evening. The event will
kindly be sponsored by Interlink Recruitment based in Manchester and London, together with St Johns Buildings.

The Chartered Institute of Legal Executives
CILEx Regulation appoints new Chief Executive
CILEx Regulation, the regulatory body for
the Chartered Institute of Legal Executives
(CILEx) has appointed Helen Whiteman as
its new Chief Executive. Helen, who will
take up her new role on 1 September, is
currently Chief Operating Officer of CILEx
and will bring a significant understanding
of legal services regulation and the regulation of Chartered Legal Executives in particular.
Welcoming Helen’s appointment Patrick Bligh-Cheesman,
who took over as Chair of CILEx Regulation on 1 June, said:
“Helen’s commitment, energy and experience within the sector will be invaluable, as will the continuity she brings to working with our colleagues in CILEx, the Legal Services Board,
government and the other regulators.”
Lord Dyson highlights concerns over McKenzie Friends and
Litigants in Person in CILEx speech
Speaking at the Chartered Institute of Legal
Executives’ (CILEx) annual President’s Dinner
on 8th June The Master
of the Rolls, Lord Dyson,
highlighted the ‘hot potato’ issues of McKenzie
Friends and Litigants in
Person.

Lord Dyson said the ‘serious problem of unregulated
McKenzie Friends’ needed addressing, and promised a public consultation later in the year following concerns over the
lack of regulation and insurance where McKenzie Friends
were charging fees.
On Litigants in Person he added: “I take this opportunity to
salute CILEx for your role in collaborating with the Bar Council and Law Society to produce guidelines for the profession
on handling cases involving unrepresented parties. I was
very pleased to see the emphasis on a lawyer’s duty to the
court and the administration of justice, as well as to the
client. Judges – like lawyers – are having to adapt to the new
world and assist LiPs as far as is appropriate in the interests
of justice.”
CILEx President Frances Edwards also said: “The weakening
of access to justice, the cuts to legal aid and legal advice
charities, and rising court fees, has once again put ‘the
lawyer’ out of reach of vast numbers of people, particularly
the most vulnerable. I feel it only right that the Ministry of
Justice has not earmarked legal aid to be burdened with the
latest round of cuts.”
CILEx Regional Contact
If you would like any further information about the above,
or about CILEx generally, please contact Chris Hoskin, CILEx’
Development Officer for The North of England:
Phone:
Email:

07881 286267
choskin@cilex.org.uk
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C
Compli
ompli by Weightmans
Weightmans

[IMKLXQERWGSQ
[IMKLXQERWGSQ
'SQTPMTVSZMHIWVIKYPEXSV]ERHGSQTPMERGIEHZMGIERHEWWMWXERGIXSPE[½VQW
'
SQTPMTVSZMHIWVIKYPEXSV ]ERHGSQTPMERGIEHZMGIERHEWWMW XERGIXSPE[½V QW
ERHSXLIVWMRXLIPIKEPWIGXSV;LIXLIV]SYEVIETEVXRIVWLMTPMQMXIHGSQTER]
ERHSXLIV WMRXLIPIKEPWIG XSV;LIXLIV]SYEVIETEV XRIV WLMTPMQMXIHGSQTER]
%&7SVWSPITVEGXMXMSRIVSYV¾I\MFPIXEMPSVQEHIWIVZMGIMWHIWMKRIHXS
%
&7SVWSPITV EG XMXMSRIVSYV¾I\MFPIXEMPSVQEHIWIV ZMGIMWHIWMKRIHXS
WWYTTSVX]SYMRQIIXMRKXLIIZSPZMRKVIKYPEXSV]GSQTPMERGIERHVMWOGLEPPIRKIW
YTTSV X]SYMRQIIXMRKXLIIZSPZMRKVIKYPEXSV ]GSQTPMERGIERHV MWOGLEPPIRKIW
]]SYJEGI8LMWMWYRHIVTMRRIHF]MRGMWMZIGSQQIVGMEPEHZMGISRFYWMRIWW
SYJEGI8LMWMWYRHIV TMRRIHF]MRGMWMZIGSQQIVGMEPEHZMGISRFYWMRIWW
QEREKIQIRXERHWXVYGXYVIEPPHIPMZIVIHF]WTIGMEPMWXXIEQW[MXLSYXWXERHMRK
Q
EREKIQIRXERHW XV YG XYVIEPPHIPMZIVIHF]WTIGMEPMW XXIEQW[MXLSYXW XERHMRK
II\TIVMIRGIMRXLIMVHMWGMTPMRIW'SR½HIRXMEPMX]PIKEPTVSJIWWMSREPTVMZMPIKIERH
\TIV MIRGIMRXLIMVHMWGMTPMRIW'SR½HIRXMEPMX]PIKEPTVSJIWWMSREPTV MZMPIKIERH
TIEGISJQMRHMWEWWYVIH
T
IEGISJQMRHMWEWWYVIH
Contact
C
ontact
Michelle
Garlick:
233
michelle.garlick@weightmans.com
161 23
3 77330
330 or m
ichelle.garlick@weightmans.com
M
ic h e ll e G
arlick: 00161

D
Document
ocument Direct
Direct

HSGYQIRXHMVIGXGSYO
HSGYQIRXHMVIG XGSYO
,
,IPTWPE[½VQWFIGSQIQSVIIJ½GMIRXERHQSVITVS½XEFPI&]TVSZMHMRKER
IPTWPE[½V QWFIGSQIQSVIIJ ½GMIRXERHQSVITVS½XEFPI&]TVSZMHMRKER
S
SYXWSYVGIHX]TMRKERHXVERWGVMTXMSRWIVZMGIXS]SYVJIIIEVRIVW[ILIPT
YXWSYVGIHX]TMRKERHXV ERWGV MTXMSRWIV ZMGIXS]SYVJIIIEV RIV W[ILIPT
MMQTVSZIXLIXYVREVSYRHSJ]SYVHSGYQIRXWIREFPMRK]SYXSVIEGXQSVI
QTVSZIXLIXYV REVSYRHSJ]SYVHSGYQIRXWIREFPMRK]SYXSVIEG XQSVI
9/FEWIHERHSJ JIVEJYPP WIV ZMGI
IIJJIGXMZIP]XS]SYVGPMIRXW;IEVI
J JIG XMZIP]XS]SYVGPMIRXW;IEVI  9/FEWIHERHSJJIVEJYPPWIVZMGI
XXSXLILMKLIWXWXERHEVHWSJEGGYVEG]ERHIJ½GMIRG]ERHWYTTSVXIHF]-73
SXLILMKLIW XW XERHEVHWSJEGGYV EG]ERHIJ ½GMIRG]ERHWYTTSV XIHF]-73 
XXLI-RJSVQEXMSR7IGYVMX]1EREKIQIRXW]WXIQ=SY[MPPFIMQTVIWWIHF]LS[
LI-RJSV QEXMSR7IGYV MX]1EREKIQIRXW]W XIQ=SY[MPPFIMQTVIWWIHF]LS[
[IGERLIPT]SYWSTPIEWIGEPPYWJSV]SYVJVIIXVMEP
[IGERLIPT]SYWSTPIEWIGEPPYWJSV]SYVJVIIXV MEP
Contact
Contact
Mar tyn Best:
Best: 0151
Martyn
0151 227
227 9150
9150 or martyn.best@documentdirect.co.uk
mar tyn.best@documentdirect .co.uk

S
Switchboard
witchboard S
Support
uppor t

QSRI]TIRR]GSYOPIKEP
Q
SRI]TIRR]GSYO PIKEP
1SRI]TIRR]TVSZMHIW½VQW[MXLEJYPP]SYXWSYVGIHW[MXGLFSEVHJEGMPMX]
1
SRI]TIRR]TVSZMHIW½V QW[MXLEJYPP]SYXWSYVGIHW[MXGLFSEVHJEGMPMX]
WYTTSVXJSVERMRLSYWIXIEQSVFYWMRIWWGSRXMRYMX]SREREHLSGFEWMW
WYTTSV XJSVERMRLSYWIXIEQSVFYWMRIWWGSRXMRYMX]SREREHLSGFEWMW
,YRHVIHWSJ½VQWEPVIEH]VIP]SR1SRI]TIRR]´WTVSJIWWMSREPLSYVWIVZMGI
,YRHVIHWSJ½V QWEPVIEH]VIP]SR1SRI]TIRR]´WTVSJIWWMSREP LSYVWIV ZMGI
XXLEX´WIRHSVWIHF]XLI0E[7SGMIX]ERHMWHIHMGEXIHXSXEOMRKGEVISJGEPPWJSV
LEX´WIRHSV WIHF]XLI0E[7SGMIX]ERHMWHIHMGEXIHXSXEOMRKGEVISJGEPPWJSV
XXLIPIKEPWIGXSV*YPP]FVMIJIHF]]SY]SYVS[R1SRI]TIRR]6IGITXMSRMWXERH
LIPIKEPWIG XSV*YPP]FV MIJIHF]]SY]SYVS[R1SRI]TIRR]6IGITXMSRMW XERH
WWQEPPXIEQ[MPPPSSOEJXIVGEPPWNYWXEWMJFEWIHMR]SYVSJ½GIORS[MRK]SY]SYV
QEPPXIEQ[MPPPSSOEJ XIVGEPPWNYW XEWMJFEWIHMR]SYVSJ ½GIO RS[MRK]SY]SYV
OOI]GPMIRXWERHLS[]SYPMOIXS[SVO
I]GPMIRXWERHLS[]SYPMOIXS[SV O 
Contact
C
ontact
Joanna
orr joanna.swash@moneypenny.co.uk
Joanna Swash:
Swash: 0333
0333 202
202 1005
1005 o
joanna.swash@moneypenny.co.uk

S
Search
earch Aggregator
Ag gregator
IIXWSWGSYO
XWSWGSYO
))8737MWEFSYXLIPTMRKPE[½VQWXSKVS[XLIMVGSRZI]ERGMRKZSPYQIW
8737MWEFSYXLIPTMRKPE[½V QWXSKVS[XLIMVGSRZI]ERGMRKZSPYQIW
MMQTVSZIXLIMVGYWXSQIVHIPMZIV]WEZIXMQIERHQSRI]ERHYPXMQEXIP]FYMPH
QTVSZIXLIMVGYW XSQIVHIPMZIV ]WEZIXMQIERHQSRI]ERHYPXMQEXIP]FYMPH
WWXVSRKIVQSVITVS½XEFPIFYWMRIWWIWJSVXLIPSRKXIVQ)8737TVSZMHIWE
XVSRKIVQSVITVS½XEFPIFYWMRIWWIWJSVXLIPSRKXIV Q) 8737TVSZMHIWE
JJVIIXSYWISRPMRITSVXEPMRGSVTSVEXMRKSYV³WIEVGLWYTIVQEVOIX´SVHIVMRK
VIIXSYWISRPMRITSV XEPMRGSV TSV EXMRKSYV³WIEVGLWYTIV QEV OIX´SVHIV MRK
TPEXJSVQHIPMZIVWXLI[MHIWXTSWWMFPIWIPIGXMSRSJWIEVGLIWERHVITSVXW
T
PEXJSV QHIPMZIV WXLI[MHIW XTSWWMFPIWIPIG XMSRSJWIEVGLIWERHVITSV XW
XXSVIZMI[GSQTEVIERHWIPIGX¯EPPXLIFVERHWERHQYPXMTPITVSHYGXPMRIW
SVIZMI[GSQTEVIERHWIPIG X¯EPPXLIFV ERHWERHQYPXMTPITVSHYG XPMRIW
XXSKIXLIVMRSRITPEGIFEGOIHYTF]ZEPYITVMGMRKIEW]GLIGOSYXERH
SKIXLIVMRSRITPEGIFEGOIHYTF]ZEPYITV MGMRKIEW]GLIGOSYXERH
HIHMGEXIHEWWMWXERGI
H
IHMGEXIHEWWMW XERGI
Contact
David
Da
vid Opie: 01524 220001 or davidopie@etsos.co.uk
davidopie@etsos.co.uk
davidopie@etsos.co

Xyone
Xyone Cyber
C yber Security
Secur t y

\]SRIG]FIVWIGYVMX]GSYO
\]SRIG]FIV WIGYV ] GS YO

Viewpoint
Viewpoint

ZMI[TSMRXEZGSQ
ZMI[TSMRXEZGSQ
1
1SHIVRPE[½VQWEVIIQFVEGMRKXIGLRSPSK]VIGSKRMWMRKXLIZEPYIXLEXMXGER
SHIV RPE[½V QWEVIIQFV EGMRKXIGLRSPSK ]VIGSKRMWMRKXLIZEPYIXLEXMXGER
H
IPMZIVXSXLIGPMIRXI\TIV MIRGIFYWMRIWWTVSGIWWIWERHSTIV EXMSREPIJ ½GMIRG]
HIPMZIVXSXLIGPMIRXI\TIVMIRGIFYWMRIWWTVSGIWWIWERHSTIVEXMSREPIJ½GMIRG]
XXSS%X:MI[TSMRX[ITVSZMHIE[MHIVERKISJXIGLRSPSK]WSPYXMSRWJSVPIKEP
SS%X:MI[TSMRX[ITVSZMHIE[MHIV ERKISJXIGLRSPSK ]WSPYXMSRWJSVPIKEP
IIRZMVSRQIRXW[LIVITVIWIRXEXMSRGSPPEFSVEXMSRXVEMRMRKPIEVRMRKERH
RZMVSRQIRXW[LIVITVIWIRXEXMSRGSPPEFSV EXMSRXV EMRMRKPIEV RMRKERH
GGSQQYRMGEXMSRXEOITPEGI*VSQWSTLMWXMGEXIHQIIXMRKVSSQERHTVIWIRXEXMSR
SQQYRMGEXMSRXEOITPEGI*VSQWSTLMW XMGEXIHQIIXMRKVSSQERHTVIWIRXEXMSR
XXIGLRSPSK]XSZMHISGSRJIVIRGMRKERHHMKMXEPWMKREKIW]WXIQWSYVWTIGMEPMWX
IGLRSPSK ]XSZMHISGSRJIVIRGMRKERHHMKMXEPWMKREKIW]W XIQWSYVWTIGMEPMW X
OORS[PIHKIEPPS[WYWXSMRXIKVEXIXLIZIV]FIWXEYHMSZMWYEPQYPXMQIHMEERH
RS[PIHKIEPPS[WYWXSMRXIKV EXIXLIZIV ]FIW XEYHMSZMWYEPQYPXMQIHMEERH
GGSPPEFSVEXMSRWSPYXMSRWMRXSPIKEP[SVOMRKIRZMVSRQIRXW[MXLIEWI-X´WFIGEYWI
SPPEFSV EXMSRWSPYXMSRWMRXSPIKEP[SV OMRKIRZMVSRQIRXW[MXLIEWI-X´WFIGEYWI
[IYRHIVWXERHXLIVIPEXMSRWLMTFIX[IIRTISTPIWTEGIERHXIGLRSPSK]XLEX[I
[
IYRHIV W XERHXLIVIPEXMSRWLMTFIX [IIRTISTPIWTEGIERHXIGLRSPSK ]XLEX[I
GGERHIPMZIVWTIGMEPMWXHIWMKRMRWXEPPEXMSRERHQEREKIQIRXWIVZMGIW
ERHIPMZIVWTIGMEPMW XHIWMKRMRW XEPPEXMSRERHQEREKIQIRXWIV ZMGIW
Contact
C
ontact
Q
ue n t in B
irchall: 00844
Quentin
Birchall:
844 8811
11 77660
660 or quentin.birchall@viewpoint-av.com
quentin.birchall@viewpoint-av.com

A
AML
ML TTraining
r aining

IIPTPIEVRMRKGSYO
PTPIEV RMRKGSYO
))0IEVRMRKJSV4VSJIWWMSREPW0XH´WSRPMRIERXMQSRI]PEYRHIVMRKXVEMRMRK
 0IEV RMRKJSV4VSJIWWMSREPW0XH´WSRPMRIERXMQSRI]PEYRHIV MRKXV EMRMRK
WWIVZMGILEWTVSZIHWSTSTYPEV[MXLVIKYPEXIHSVKERMWEXMSRWXLEXEHHMXMSREP
IV ZMGILEWTVSZIHWSTSTYPEV[MXLVIKYPEXIHSVKERMWEXMSRWXLEXEHHMXMSREP
GSQTPMERGIGSYVWIWGSZIVMRKXSTMGWWYGLEWFVMFIV]HEXETVSXIGXMSRIUYEPMX]
GSQTPMERGIGSYV WIWGSZIV MRKXSTMGWWYGLEWFV MFIV ]HEXETVSXIG XMSRIUYEPMX] 
HMZIVWMX]GSHISJGSRHYGXEVIRS[FIMRKHIZIPSTIH8LIYRMUYIXVEMRMRKERH
HMZIV WMX]GSHISJGSRHYG XEVIRS[FIMRKHIZIPSTIH8LIYRMUYIXV EMRMRKERH
QEREKIQIRXTPEXJSVQEPPS[W½VQWXSTVSZMHIUYEPMX]XVEMRMRKXSXLIMVWXEJJEXE
QEREKIQIRXTPEXJSV QEPPS[W½V QWXSTVSZMHIUYEPMX]XV EMRMRKXSXLIMVW XEJ JEXE
JJVEGXMSRSJXLIGSWXSJSXLIVGSRZIRXMSREPJSVQWSJXVEMRMRK
V EG XMSRSJXLIGSW XSJSXLIVGSRZIRXMSREPJSV QWSJXV EMRMRK

C
ontact
Contact
B
ill JJones
ones or Sarah
Sarah Scott:
bill.jones@elplearning.co.uk
Scott: 0161
0161 828
828 1937
1937 or bill.jones@elplearning.co.uk
Bill

D
Docutech
ocutech Oﬃce
Oﬃce Solutions
Solutions

HSGYXIGLWSPYXMSRWGSYO
HSGYXIGLWSPYXMSRWGSYO
(SGYXIGL3J½GI7SPYXMSRWJSGYWSRTVSZMHMRKXLIWIVZMGIERHTVSHYGXWXLEX
(SGYXIGL3J ½GI7SPYXMSRWJSGYWSRTVSZMHMRKXLIWIV ZMGIERHTVSHYG XWXLEX
]]SYRIIHEXKVIEXTVMGIW;IWTIGMEPMWIMRHSGYQIRXXIGLRSPSK]GSWXERH
SYRIIHEXKVIEXTV MGIW;IWTIGMEPMWIMRHSGYQIRXXIGLRSPSK ]GSW XERH
IQMWWMSRWVIHYGXMSRMQTVSZMRK]SYVIJ½GMIRG][MXLEWIVZMGIWIGSRHXSRSRI
IQMWWMSRWVIHYG XMSRMQTVSZMRK]SYVIJ ½GMIRG][MXLEWIV ZMGIWIGSRHXSRSRI
%X(SGYXIGL3J½GI7SPYXMSRW[IQEOIMXSYVFYWMRIWWXSORS[]SYVFYWMRIWW
%
X(SGYXIGL3J ½GI7SPYXMSRW[IQEOIMXSYVFYWMRIWWXSO RS[]SYVFYWMRIWW
FIJSVI[IGERSJJIVXLIVMKLXGSQFMREXMSRSJLEVH[EVIWSJX[EVIERHXIGLRMGEP
F
IJSVI[IGERSJ JIVXLIV MKLXGSQFMREXMSRSJLEVH[EVIWSJ X [EVIERHXIGLRMGEP
WWIVZMGIWXSWYMX]SYVGSQTER]´WWTIGM½GRIIHW;ITVSZMHIJYPPSJ½GIWSPYXMSRW
IV ZMGIWXSWYMX]SYVGSQTER]´WWTIGM½GRIIHW;ITVSZMHIJYPPSJ ½GIWSPYXMSRW
MMRGPYHMRKTVMRXIVWGSRWYQEFPIWERHWIVZMGIGEPPSYXW[LEXIZIV]SYV
RGPYHMRKTV MRXIV WGSRWYQEFPIWERHWIV ZMGIGEPPSYXW[LEXIZIV]SYV
VIUYMVIQIRXKMZIYWEGEPP
VIUYMVIQIRXKMZIYWEGEPP
Contact
Contact
Jason
Jason Dixon:
Dixon: 0844
0844 8932919
8932919 or jasondixon@docutechsolutions.co.uk
jasondixon@docutechsolutions.co.uk

M
Managed
anaged IITT S
Services
er vices

GGSRZIVKIXWGSYO
SRZIVKIXWGSYO
MWXLIGSYRXV ]´WSRP]
'
SRZIVKI8IGLRSPSK ]7TIGMEPMW XW 'SRZIVKI87
'SRZIVKI8IGLRSPSK]7TIGMEPMWXW
'SRZIVKI87 MWXLIGSYRXV]´WSRP]
H
HIHMGEXIHGPSYHGSQTYXMRKTVSZMHIVJSVPE[½VQW[MXLSZIV2;PE[
IHMGEXIHGPSYHGSQTYXMRKTVSZMHIVJSVPE[½V QW[MXLSZIV2;PE[
½VQWERHTISTPIVIP]MRKSRSYVGPSYHWIVZMGIWIZIV]HE]3YVWIVZMGIW
½V QWERH   TISTPIVIP]MRKSRSYVGPSYHWIV ZMGIWIZIV ]HE]3YVWIV Z GIW
MMRGPYHILSWXIHHIWOXSTGSPSGEXMSRLSWXIHETTPMGEXMSRWQEREKIH-8WYTTSVX
RGPYHILSW XIHHIWO XSTGSPSGEXMSRLSW XIHETTPMGEXMSRWQEREKIH-8WYTTSV 
EERHHMWEWXIVVIGSZIV]FYWMRIWWGSRXMRYMX]JVSQX[S9/HEXEGIRXVIW;IEVI
RHHMWEW XIVVIGSZIV ]FYWMRIWWGSRXMRYMX]JVSQX [S9/HEXEGIRXVIW;IEVI
JEQMPMEV[MXLQER]SJXLIPIKEPWIG XSVWSJ X [EVIZIRHSV W[MXL[LSQSYV IEQ
JEQMPMEV[MXLQER]SJXLIPIKEPWIGXSVWSJX[EVIZIRHSVW[MXL[LSQSYVXIEQ
[SV OSREHEMP]FEWMWJSVFSXLSYVSRTVIQMWIERHHEXEGIRXVIFEWIHG IR W 
[SVOSREHEMP]FEWMWJSVFSXLSYVSRTVIQMWIERHHEXEGIRXVIFEWIHGPMIRXW
;IEVIE1MGVSWSJ X+SPH4EV XRIV'MXV M\+SPH4EV XRIV-&1&YWMRIWW4EV RIV
;IEVIE1MGVSWSJX+SPH4EVXRIV'MXVM\+SPH4EVXRIV-&1&YWMRIWW4EVXRIV
ERH:1[EVI)RXIV TV MWI7SPYXMSR4VSZMHIV
ERH:1[EVI)RXIVTVMWI7SPYXMSR4VSZMHIV
Contact
Contact
Aaron Naisbitt:
Na sb tt 0845
0845 872
872 4400
440 0 or aaron.naisbitt@convergets.co.uk
aaron na sb tt@convergets co uk
Aaron

<]SRITVSZ HI ST IZI G]FIVWIGYV ]GSRWY ERG] S E[½VQW 3YVWIVZMGIW
<]SRITVSZMHIXSTPIZIPG]FIVWIGYVMX]GSRWYPXERG]XSPE[½VQW
3YVWIV Z GIW
EVIHIW KRIH S HIR ]ERHQ KE IV WO VSQFS LER R IVRE ERHERI\ IVRE 
EVIHIWMKRIHXSMHIRXMJ]ERHQMXMKEXIVMWOJVSQFSXLERMRXIVREPERHERI\XIVREP
TIV WTIG ZI 3YVTIRIXVEXMSRXIWXMRKWIVZMGIWIRWYVIXLEX]SYVMRJVEWXVYGXYVIMW
3YVTIRI VE SR IW RKWIV Z GIWIRWYVI LE ]SYV R VEW V YG YVI W
TIVWTIGXMZI
ERH
TVS IG IH VSQZY RIVEF IW LE GSY HFII\T S IHHYV RKEVIE LEGO ERH
TVSXIGXIHJVSQZYPRIVEFMPMXMIWXLEXGSYPHFII\TPSMXIHHYVMRKEVIEPLEGO
SYVW E  VE R RKERHTS G]IR SVGIQIR TVSGIWWIRWYVIWTVS IG SREKE RW 
SYVWXEJJXVEMRMRKERHTSPMG]IRJSVGIQIRXTVSGIWWIRWYVIWTVSXIGXMSREKEMRWX
LYQERV WO ;IEVIEGIVXM½GEXMSRFSH]JSVXLI+SZIVRQIRX´W']FIV)WWIRXMEPW
LYQERVMWO
;IEVIEGIV ½GE SRFSH] SV LI+SZIVRQIR W']FIV)WWIR E W
WGLIQIERH[ILEZIL KL ]UYE ½IH R SVQE SRWIGYV ]GSRWY ER WERH
WGLIQIERH[ILEZILMKLP]UYEPM½IHMRJSVQEXMSRWIGYVMX]GSRWYPXERXWERH
'IV ½IH) L GE ,EGOIV W SHI ZIV R SVQE SRWIGYV ]GSQT ERGIVIUY VIHF]
'IVXM½IH)XLMGEP,EGOIVWXSHIPMZIVMRJSVQEXMSRWIGYVMX]GSQTPMERGIVIUYMVIHF]
0I\GI ZERH 73
0I\GIPZERH-73

Q
E V \  GSQ E[
QEXVM\GSQPE[
Telecoms
Te ecoms : Connectivity
Connect v t y : Mobiles
Mob es
%HMZMWMSR[MXLMR1EXVM\8IPIGSQW+VSYTIWXEFPMWLIHMR[EW
%H Z W SR[ L R1E V \ 8I IGSQW+VSYT IW EF WLIH R [EW
WWTIGM½GEPP]WIXYTXSHIPMZIVIJJIGXMZIGSQQYRMGEXMSRWXSPE[TVEGXMGIW
TIG ½GE ]WI YT SHI ZIVI IG ZIGSQQYR GE SRW S E[TV EG GIW 
6IGSQQIRHIHWSPYXMSRWEVI¾I\MFPIERHWGEPEFPIIRWYVMRKVIWMPMIRGIERH
6IGSQQIRHIHWS Y SRWEVI¾I\ F IERHWGE EF IIRWYV RKVIW IRGIERH
VVIKYPEVMX]'SQTPMERGILEWELMKLTVMSVMX]EPSRK[MXLPS[SRKSMRKSTIVEXMRK
IKY EV ] 'SQT ERGILEWEL KLTV SV ]E SRK[ L S[SRKS RKSTIV E RK
GGSWXW3YVTSVXJSPMSIRGSQTEWWIWXIPITLSRIW]WXIQWPS[GSWXPERHPMRIGEPPW
SW W 3YVTSV S SIRGSQTEWWIW I ITLSRIW]W IQW  S[ GSW  ERH RIGE W 
QSFMPITEGOEKIWERHMQTPIQIRXMRKRIX[SVOWJSVQYPXMPSGEXMSR½VQW
QSF ITEGOEKIWERH QT IQIR RKRI [SV O W SVQY SGE SR½V QW 

Contact
Contact
Sarah Gr
een 0800 856 7792 or sarah
green@xyonecybersecur ty co uk
Green:
sarah.green@xyonecybersecurity.co.uk

Contact
Contact
Ste
Ste Pritchard:
Pr tchard 08000
080 0 0 740
740 247
247 or ste@matrix247.com
ste@matr x247 com

MLS ADVANTAGE

MORE ADDED VALUE FOR
MEMBERS
OF THE
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SOCIETY
3 risks you
should
consider
inLAW
commercial

property transactions: CPD
Document Direct

documentdirect.co.uk

Viewpoint

viewpoint-av.com

an outsourced
typing and
transcription service toinvite
your fee earners
we to ait can
deliver toseminar
the client experience,
processes and operational
ETSOS
and
Groundsure
you
FREE
in business
Manchester
for
help improve the turnaround of your documents enabling you to react
more effectively to yourproperty
clients. We are 100%
UK based and offer a with
solutions
for legal environments
presentation, collaboration,
commercial
practitioners
speakers
fromwhere
DevAssist,
training, learning and communication take place. From sophisticated
supported by ISO27001
Information
Management
system.
meeting room and presentation technology to video-conferencing and
Nabarro
LLP the
and
TheSecurity
Coal
Authority.
You will be impressed by how we can help you, so please call us for your
digital signage systems, our specialist knowledge allows us to integrate
free trial.
Contact
Martyn Best: 0151 227 9150 or martyn.best@documentdirect.co.uk

the very best audio-visual, multi-media and collaboration solutions into
legal working environments with ease. It’s because we understand the
relationship between people, space and technology that we can deliver
specialist design, installation and management services.

is designed to support you in meeting the evolving regulatory, compliance
and risk challenges you face. This is underpinned by incisive commercial
advice on business management and structure, all delivered by specialist

that you need at great prices. We specialise in document technology, cost

legal professional privilege and peace of mind is assured.

your business before we can offer the right combination of hardware,

Managed IT Services

Jason Dixon: 0844 8932919 or jasondixon@docutechsolutions.co.uk

Venue: Lovell Suite, Museum of Science & Industry, Liverpool Road,
Manchester, M3 4FP
Contact
Quentin Birchall: 0844 811 7660 or quentin.birchall@viewpoint-av.com
Compl-i by
Weightmans
weightmans.com
Date:
23rd
June 2015
Compl-i provides regulatory and compliance advice and assistance to
Time: 09:00-12:15 (2.25 hours CPD) Docutech Oﬃce Solutions
docutechsolutions.co.uk
Programme:

DevAssist
Contact
Garlick: 0161
233 7330development
or michelle.garlick@weightmans.com
• MichelleRisks
from
and neighbour
planning
callouts - whatever
your requirement applications
give us a call.
•
View alterations
Contact
convergets.co.uk
Established in 2006, Converge Technology Specialists provide Hosted

Nabarro LLP
Switchboard
Support
staff
relying on our services every
day. Our in
services
include
• 3,000
Environmental
issues
property
transactions
hosted desktop, co-location, hosted applications, managed IT support

moneypenny.co.uk/legal

and disaster recovery/business continuity from two UK datacentres.
We are familiar with many of the legal sector software vendors with
whom our team work on a daily basis for both our on-premise and
datacentre based clients. We are a Microsoft Gold Partner, Citrix Gold
Partner, IBM Business Partner and VMware Enterprise Solution Provider.

suppor t for an in-house team or business continuity on an ad-hoc basis.

Aaron Naisbitt: 0845 872 4400 or aaron.naisbitt@convergets.co.uk

Contact
Joanna Swash: 08000 199 944 or joanna.swash@moneypenny.co.uk

The Coal Authority
service that’s endorsed by the Law Society and dedicated to taking care
of calls for the legal sector. Fully briefed by you, your own Moneypenny
•
Coal mining & ground stability; holes
inandthe
ground
and
associated
Receptionist
small team
will look after
calls just
as if based in your
Contactproblems
To book visit https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/day-to-day-risks-in-comSearch Aggregator
etsos.co.uk
mercial-property-transactions-manchester-tickets-17001992417
improve their customer delivery, save time and money and ultimately
ETSOS provides a free-to-use online portal, incorporating our
‘search supermarket’ ordering platform, delivers the widest possible
selection of searches and reports to review, compare and select
– all the brands and multiple product lines together in one place,
backed up by value pricing, easy checkout and dedicated assistance.
Contact
David Opie: 01524 220001 or davidopie@etsos.co.uk

Telecoms : Connectivity : Mobiles

AML Training
mlsolutions4u.co.uk
ML Solutions provides cost effective anti-money laundering training

For more information please
contact David Opie
(davidopie@etsos.co.uk)
on 01524 220001

organise and manage their compulsory AML training obligations. All
CPD hours.

Contact
Bill Jones or Sarah Scott: 0161 828 1937 or info@mlsolutions.co.uk

matrix247.com/law

and regularity. Compliance has a high priority along with low ongoing operating costs. Our portfolio
encompasses telephone systems, low-cost landline calls, mobile packages and implementing networks for
Contact
Ste Pritchard: 08000 740 247 or ste@matrix247.com

MLS
ADVANTAGE

Risk Update

Welcome to the
July edition of
Risk Update.
I found the report on the roundtable
discussion of Professional Indemnity
Insurance in the 8 June edition of the Law
Society Gazette an interesting read. There
were a number of solid points arising from
the discussion that are worth repeating.
These include the following, with my own
comments added:
•

The solicitors’ insurance market appears to be
stabilising and is more benign than prior to 2013;

•

The number of unrated insurers is falling away.
In my view this is mainly the result of lenders
WKUHDWHQLQJWRUHPRYHȴUPVIURPWKHLUSDQHOVLI
WKUHDWHQLQJWRUHPRYHȴUPVIURPWKHLUSDQHOVLI
their insurers are less than A rated: another
instance of others doing the SRA’s job for them;



•

The Law Society suggested it had been a good year,
but urged caution – a little fence sitting here, I
think;

•

There is economic value in a good claims handling
service (I comment below on this);

•

)HZHUȴUPVDUHLQGLFDWLQJWKDWWKH\EX\RQSULFH
)HZHUȴUPVDUHLQGLFDWLQJWKDWWKH\EX\RQSULFH 
down from 58% to 21%. Myself, I don’t believe a
word of it!

•




•

Firms are carrying out their own risk analysis and
IIRFXVLQJRQVSHFLȴFWUDLQLQJUHTXLUHPHQWV
RFXVLQJRQVSHFLȴFWUDLQLQJUHTXLUHPHQWV I agree
this is very commendable but it may be beyond
WKHUHVRXUFHVRIPDQ\VPDOOHUȴUPV
WKHUHVRXUFHVRIPDQ\VPDOOHUȴUPV
There is heightened awareness of the importance
of IT security. And I say: excellent, but let’s
not get carried away – it is a simple question
of protecting your client data. There are
plenty of relatively cheap products on the market
designed to deal with this
and your indemnity policy does provide cover
for any third party claims;

•

Insurers’ proposal forms are too long and seek
a lot of irrelevant information. I agree, but do not
see much improvement around the corner;

•

The SRA’s very late move to tinker with the
minimum terms was doomed to fail. As I
have said before, not only was the timing wrong,
but the whole concept was ill-thought through.
0RVWFODLPVVHWWOHGZLWKLQWKHȴUVWeRI 
0RVWFODLPVVHWWOHGZLWKLQWKHȴUVWeRI
cover, with defence costs in addition. Which
actuarial genius thought that any meaningful
premium saving could be achieved by reducing
the minimum limit of indemnity to level that
would still cover practically all of the claims? It
was never put to the test but the cost to top-up
to a limit acceptable to clients (the people the
cover is supposed to protect) would have far
outweighed the negligible savings;



•

It was suggested that exclusive arrangements tend
to fail and cause market dysfunction. All I can say
is that there is no such thing as a truly exclusive
deal.

Some good interesting points. However, I do think the
panel was a little lacking in representation by front-line
retail brokers, who have the greatest awareness of the
SUDFWLFDOGLɝFXOWLHVLQYROYHG7KHSHUFHSWLRQRIWKH
SUDFWLFDOGLɝFXOWLHVLQYROYHG7KHSHUFHSWLRQRIWKH
market on the part of those actually sitting round the
table may have been a little more relaxed than that of
those charged with actually placing cover on behalf of
ȴUPV
ȴUPV
I think it is important to pick up and expand on some
insightful comments made by Frank Maher of Legal
5
LVNV)UDQNVD\VȊ:KHUHWKHGLɝFXOWLHVDULVHDUHWKH
5LVNV)UDQNVD\VȊ:KHUHWKHGLɝFXOWLHVDULVHDUHWKH
VVPDOOȴUPVZLWKWKHODUJHFODLPVΖGRQȇWWKLQNWKDW
PDOOȴUPVZLWKWKHODUJHFODLPVΖGRQȇWWKLQNWKDW
when the profession voted to end SIF, it really foresaw
or thought through the impact that the open market
Z
RXOGKDYHIRUDVPDOOȴUPȋ
ZRXOGKDYHIRUDVPDOOȴUPȋ
$
VPDOOȴUPPD\KDYHRQHRUWZRFODLPVZKLFKDUH
$VPDOOȴUPPD\KDYHRQHRUWZRFODLPVZKLFKDUH
G
LVSURSRUWLRQDWHWRWKHSUHPLXPSDLGDQGWKHȴUP
GLVSURSRUWLRQDWHWRWKHSUHPLXPSDLGDQGWKHȴUP
is then viewed as a poor risk by the Insurer. Insurers
should do more to segregate the good from the bad

Contact
Contact our solicitor
solicitor tteam
eam ffor
or mor
moree inf
information:
ormation:
(
(ULFKDUGJ#PIOFRXN
ULFKDUGJ#PIOFRXN
Richard
Richard Gledhill,
Gledhill,
Executive
Executive C
Consultant
onsultant - FFinancial
inancial Lines T: 0161 237 7725 M: 07984 879124
(MRKQM#PIOFRXN
(
MRKQM#PIOFRXN
John Jones,
Jones,
Development
Executive
Development Ex
ecutive
T: 0161 237 7739 M: 07872 501955
MFL P
Professional
rofessional is a division of McParland
McParland FFinn
inn LLtd.
td. M
McParland
cParland FFinn
inn LLtd
td is author
authorised
ised and rregulated
egulated b
byy the FFinancial
inancial C
Conduct
onduct A
Authority.
uthority.

DQGWDNHDGLHUHQWDSSURDFKWRHDFKΖWLVQRWJRRG
DQGWDNHDGLHUHQWDSSURDFKWRHDFKΖWLVQRWJRRG
IRUWKHSURIHVVLRQLILQVXUHUVNHHSȴUPVWKDWDUH
IRUWKHSURIHVVLRQLILQVXUHUVNHHSȴUPVWKDWDUH
JXLOW\RIEDGSUDFWLFHDȵRDWE\SURYLGLQJDRUGDEOH
JXLOW\RIEDGSUDFWLFHDȵRDWE\SURYLGLQJDRUGDEOH
(but economically unviable) cover, but it is worse
IRULQVXUHUVWRSXWJRRGȴUPVRXWRIEXVLQHVVE\
IRULQVXUHUVWRSXWJRRGȴUPVRXWRIEXVLQHVVE\
demanding excessive premium.
7KLVSDUWLFXODUSUREOHPFDQEHFRPHPDJQLȴHGLI
7KLVSDUWLFXODUSUREOHPFDQEHFRPHPDJQLȴHGLI
LQVXUHUVHHFWLYHO\EXOO\VPDOOHUȴUPVLQWRVHWWOLQJ
LQVXUHUVHHFWLYHO\EXOO\VPDOOHUȴUPVLQWRVHWWOLQJ
rather than defending claims, and then condemn
WKRVHȴUPVWRREOLYLRQZLWKLQFUHDVHGSUHPLXPDW
WKRVHȴUPVWRREOLYLRQZLWKLQFUHDVHGSUHPLXPDW
renewal. This is a concerning trend, and is indicative of
insurers prioritising their own interests.
6PDOOȴUPVLQSDUWLFXODUZKLFKPDNHXSDERXWRI
6PDOOȴUPVLQSDUWLFXODUZKLFKPDNHXSDERXWRI
WKHWRWDOȴUPVLQ(QJODQGDQG:DOHVKDYHWRVWDUWWKH
WKHWRWDOȴUPVLQ(QJODQGDQG:DOHVKDYHWRVWDUWWKH
renewal process early and be more demanding of their
insurance broker.
Any broker can bash a proposal around the market
to a dozen or so insurers and claim credit for their
HRUWV)HZHUDUHLQFOLQHGWRERWKHUDQDO\VLQJWKH
HRUWV)HZHUDUHLQFOLQHGWRERWKHUDQDO\VLQJWKH
information contained within the proposal form, or
have the expertise to do so, in order to provide good
advice to their client and ensure that what is submitted
WWRLQVXUHUVVKRZVWKHȴUPLQLWVEHVWSRVVLEOHOLJKW
RLQVXUHUVVKRZVWKHȴUPLQLWVEHVWSRVVLEOHOLJKW
You should make sure that your broker is one of the
latter!
It would be remiss of me not to mention that MFL
Professional is one of the latter, and we are more than
happy to undertake an analysis of your risk exposures.
$
WKRXJKWIRUWKHGD\0DQ\ȴUPVZRXOGEHVXUSULVHG
$WKRXJKWIRUWKHGD\0DQ\ȴUPVZRXOGEHVXUSULVHG
to learn the true price they pay for certain of their
activities. Insurance rates for conveyancing work can
EHDVKLJKDVȂRIUHYHQXH6RPHȴUPVPLJKW
EHDVKLJKDVȂRIUHYHQXH6RPHȴUPVPLJKW
want to consider whether the work is worthwhile, and
LIWKRVHFRVWVUHȵHFWWKHSHUFHLYHGULVNV
LIWKRVHFRVWVUHȵHFWWKHSHUFHLYHGULVNV
Our contact details are below and we hope to hear
from you.
KEVIN J. McPARLAND ACII
Managing Director

Weight Loss: Why Slow Results Are Better
As Brooks Hatlen in The Shawshank Redemption says: “The world went and got itself in a
big damn hurry” – and this has never been more true than when it comes to weight loss
results.
What this “big damn hurry” has led to is an avalanche of fast but unsustainable results,
screwed up psychology when it comes to our relationships with food, and a host of long
term health issues due to the after effects of crash dieting.We regularly see clients who have
experienced a lifetime of trying any and every diet and pill going in the ever more desperate and elusive hunt for (ever decreasing) results.
It’s a desperate shame because the same people often show guts, determination and amazing willpower in following these diets, and get a raw deal as their reward –
•
•
•
•
•

gaining more weight than they lost in the first place
finding it harder to lose weight going forward due to screwed up thyroid hor
mones
knock on effects with other hormones
digestive system problems
unhealthy relationships with food, including a fear of certain food groups such
as fats and carbs

But it can, and should, be different (and a whole lot better) if you take a longer term, lifestyle
approach to how you look, feel and perform.
Often it’s our job as personal trainers and nutritionists to undo the damage caused and
coach people to long term, sustainable success.
As one of my clients said to me last week “my friends were taking the piss out of me for my

dietary changes at the weekend, but they’re always on this or that crazy diet, I’m just eating
well for my body and goals, long term” (and getting great results as well I might add!).
Which brings me to slow, long term, sustainable, realistic, and amazing results. Here’s how:
• Understand that imperfect consistency (80% compliance) achieves better results than
short term perfection (unsustainable 100% compliance)
• Learn to enjoy the journey and create the right environment for yourself, don’t focus on
the short term result. Create the right environment for yourself and the results will come
anyway, you don’t have to beat the crap out of yourself with some crazy diet
• Long term lifestyle choices such as going to the gym, taking up a sport, enjoying the outdoors, and taking time to source and cook great quality, real food, are the way forward
• Other lifestyle choices to focus on include de-stressing, getting enough sleep, enough
water, enough happiness, and better relationships
Take it the slow way, google ‘three sixty 101 Ways to Get Lean’ for some free tips, and if you
need hands on, 1:1 help, you know where we are.
To your new lean and healthy body,
Matt
three sixtyº Personal Training is a health clinic and personal training gym based on Bridge
St. For more information visit www.threesixtypersonaltraining.co.uk
twitter: @threesixtyfit facebook: /threesixtyfit
Manchester Law Society Members receive a 10% discount on personal training upon production of their Benefits of Membership Card
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Lifestyle

The W rld

according to Fran

Jack has been reading FAR too much rubbish in The Sun. He gets The Sun apparently
“because the sports pages are the best” Really?!

If a cluttered desk is a sign of a cluttered mind, then what are we to think
of an empty desk?

He told me very excitedly that he had read that he didn’t need to shower every day (I
actually thought to myself that this really didn’t come as too much of a shock as he
doesn’t anyway!). Apparently it is bad for you to shower every day as it doesn’t give
the good bacteria time to grow, too much hot water could leave your skin dry, irritated, flaky and painful, (not that he’s a drama queen or anything) and not only that,
it will save hot water and ultimately money.
His next lecture was on the pro’s of playing on his x box which include the fact that it
is proven to increase self-confidence, improves hand-eye coordination and may foster
interest in video game design.
And funnily enough, (following the pattern set of Jacko finding out all about things I
harp on about on a daily basis) his next pearls of wisdom were about cleaning bedrooms. Apparently did I know that a psychologist from the University of Minnesota
did some tests and the result was that people with messy rooms are more creative?
And if I needed any more confirmation Jack then informed me that Einstein actually
said

Monthly Competition
Sweet Mandarin is an award winning restaurant
in the Northern Quarter.
Run by a lawyer Helen Tse MBE and her twin
sister Lisa Tse MBE Head chef and Founder of
Sweet Mandarin - alumni of MMU, a Times
Bestselling author and the third generation
of women restaurateurs.

He then proceeded to tell me that PARENTS are wrong to nag their children about piles
of dirty clothes, old magazines and food-encrusted plates in their bedrooms, according to a psychiatrist who said teenagers who live in a squalid mess are simply showing
their "individuality" and demonstrating a "need for autonomy". Apparently he said that
a child's dogged refusal to clear up his bedroom was so normal that he would question anyone who obediently listened to their parents.

Lisa and Helen set up Manchester based
restaurant Sweet Mandarin in 2004, which
won the coveted Gordon Ramsay ‘Best Local
Chinese Restaurant’ on the F Word beating
10,000 other restaurants.
Lisa is passionate about food, people and business.
Lisa's first book Sweet Mandarin Cookbook was a
Times Bestseller and her second book was too- Dim
Sum - small bites made easy is a dream come true as
their family recipes are their family heirlooms and
heritage. Lisa works with the food technology department at MMU and is a fellow guest lecturer of
the MMU business school and together with MMU
she has created a range of meal kits each being 500
calories or high in protein and looks forward to sharing these delicious meal kits with you.
The restaurant also offers a gluten free menu, a vegetarian and vegan menu. Lisa also is a British manufacturer - Her Sweet Mandarin sauces - barbecue, sweet
chilli, sriracha, hoisin, blackbean, wasabi, Cantonese
ok, nut free satay and sweet & sour - all of which are
gluten free, nut free and free from MSG are now sold
in supermarkets worldwide including Waitrose,
Ocado, Sainsbury's and Holland & Barrett.
Lisa's most recent engagement was cooking for UK Prime Minister David Cameron and
Premier Li Kequian of China at No. 10 Downing Street. She was awarded an MBE for
services to food and drink by Her Majesty The Queen in 2014.

To win a Great Wall Banquet and champagne for 4 people at Sweet Mandarin.
answer the following question:

And so obviously he should be able to lie, stinking and unwashed, in his tip of a bedroom playing on his x-box.
Great. So it’s pegs all round then.
I am off to research why you should have a VERY clean bedroom, wash EVERY DAY at
least once and be limited to an hour of xbox a week and to wonder whether the psychiatrists/psychologists etc above have actually got children themselves? Raging idiots!!!!!

In which year did Lisa and Helen set up Sweet Mandarin?
and send to FranEccles-Bech@manchesterlawsociety.org.uk no later than 16th July
The winner of the Ziya competition was Angela Stokes, Associate, DLA Piper

Fran Eccles-Bech
Chief Executive

WINNER OF TWENTY TWO PRESTIGIOUS AWARDS

NOW OPEN
Manchester Airport, Marriott Hotel, Hale Road, Hale Barns, Cheshire

hale@sancarlo.co.uk
SANCARLO.CO.UK

T:
T: +44 (0)161 904 5043
facebook.com/sancarlogroup

@SC_Fiorentina
@SC_Fiorentina

Classified
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Classified Directory
Situations Wanted
Senior Residential Property
Solicitor
seeks position
(full time or part time).
Over 30 years conveyancing
experience
(29 years as a sole practitioner)
Anywhere in the Greater
Manchester area.
Email: davidswann8491@hotmail.co.uk

Shareholder Disputes
Solicitor with 23 years
experience in such matters
available on an Agency basis
to assist firms who wish to
keep clients in-house.
Please contact by email
harryrosenblum@hotmail.co.uk

or telephone/fax:
0161 445 1850

or telephone David on
07896 617287

Situation Wanted
IT Director seeking new challenge in the North West,
closer to home.
Experience of developing business-aligned
IT strategy, working with senior stakeholders,
implementing best practice methods and
improvement, developing and running major
strategic IT projects, optimising operational costs.
Please contact PO Box 156 and send to
Manchester Law Society,
64 Bridge Street,
Manchester, M3 3BN

GET YOUR BUSINESS
NOTICED
To advertise in the
Messenger please call
Julia on 01253 829431
or email
j.baskerville@jbaskerville.co.uk

Locums

CEDR Mediation

Expert Witnesses

Mark Mattison, a Mediator
based in South Manchester is
available for commercial
mediations and for training on
all forms of ADR.

Commercial Property Locum
Solicitor available. Computer literate. Recent experience
includes a year’s Commercial
Property Locum work for a leading commercial practice. Phone
Paul Bryson at 01457 763340 or
e-mail paul.bryson@virgin.net

07831 302797
mark@markmattison.co.uk
www.markmattison.co.uk

Senior residential and
commercial property Solicitor
with over 4 years continuous
Locum experience offers you cost
effective solutions for holiday
maternity and sickness cover .No
Agency fees to pay. Please
contact Martin Libman on 0161
485 1240 or 07939 508543.

GET YOUR BUSINESS
NOTICED
To advertise in the
Messenger please call
Julia on 01253 829431

18 years as Locum Solicitors in
the North West. Tel John
Bradley/Lynda Greenwood 07790
612906 Available to deal with
Conveyancing and Family.

Woodpecker Bakery

WHY PAY AGENCY FEES?
Senior Residential Property
Solicitor with over 30 years
conveyancing experience (29
years as a sole practitioner) available for holidays, maternity and
sickness cover. Reasonable rates.
If I can help, please telephone
David on 07896 617287 (or email
davidswann8491@hotmail.co.uk)
further details and availability.

Our specialities include
brownies, salted caramels
and marshmallows.

DUAL QUALIFIED, very experienced criminal specialist advocate with higher rights. Crime
work and Crown Court work.
Very reasonable rates, short term
locum contract considered.
Please contact Christine on
01772 741816 or 07967 530138

We provide bespoke baked goods
made to order.

Ideal gifts for family,
friends, clients or just to
say thank you.

Contact us on

carla@woodpeckerbakery.com

or
07834073628

to discuss your personal
quotation

Notary Public

Kitchens and Bedrooms

Notary Public

·

Sliding Mirror Doors

John Cusack

·

Laminate Floors

·

Joinery Work

·

Plumbing and Electrics

worldwide documents
Notarised
accessible & efficient service
home & office visits
well-established (since 1984)
& experienced
tel: 0797 332 9791
jocusa@live.co.uk

Please mention
The Messenger when
responding to advertisements

3D Designs Available
Supply and Fit or Supply
Only
Kitchen Fitting Service
Call for a FREE Quote. Telephone Barry on:
07789430041 or 01925 657205
10% OFF WITH THIS VOUCHER

Contact us....
THE MANCHESTER LAW SOCIETY
64 Bridge Street, Manchester M3 3BN
Tel: 0161 831 7337 Fax: 0161 839 2631
www.manchesterlawsociety.org.uk
Editor: Fran Eccles-Bech
E-mail: FranEccles-Bech@manchesterlawsociety.org.uk

Advertising enquires
j.baskerville@jbaskerville.co.uk
www.baskerville-publications.co.uu

Publisher: Julia Baskerville Publications
25 Southworth Way, College Farm, Thornton Cleveleys, Lancashire FY5 2WW
Tel/Fax: 01253 829431
E-mail: j.baskerville@jbaskerville.co.uk

The Society welcomes articles and letters from members on any topic and items should be sent to
the above address

All rights reserved, reproduction in whole or part without written permission from the Publisher
and Manchester Law Society is not permitted. Photographic material and manuscripts are supplied
at owners risk, neither the company not its agents accept any liability for loss or damage.

The views and opinions expressed in the Manchester Messenger are those of the individual contributors and not of the Manchester Law Society
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At Clayton Legal your talent matters...

At Clayton Legal your talent matters...

...so we go the extra distance to connect your legal talent to opportunities nationwide
Conveyancing Fee Earner – Manchester – Salary negotiable – Ref
MOJ Handler, Manchester, Annual salary up to £17,000 + Bonus
20209
The successful candidate must have at least 12 months experience workDue to expansion, my client
is seeking
to recruit a number
Conveyancing
withinlegal
personaltalent
injury andto
have
the ability to use all three
stages of the
...so
we specialise
in ofconnecting
your
opportunities
nationwide
ing Fee Earners into their busy Residential Property department. All appliMOJ portal, this is essential.
cants should be enthusiastic individuals who are able to hit the ground
Contact Sammy Timmins st@clayton-legal.co.uk.
running. It is essential that applicants have experience working in a similar role. Ideally, applicants should be qualified solicitors or licensed conPre Litigated Paralegal - Greater Manchester £17,000 (Negotiable)
veyancers however experienced fee earners will also be considered.
Modern Law Firm looking for RTA Pre Litigated Paralegals.12 months exContact Rebecca Owen ro@clayton-legal.co.uk
perience and ability to use the MOJ portal stages 1 + 2 is essential. Ability
to deal with all RTA and PI files.
Conveyancing Solicitor – Manchester – Salary negotiable – Ref 20320
Contact Amy Brookes ab@clayton-legal.co.uk
I am currently assisting a Multi-disciplined law firm in North Manchester
who are seeking to recruit an experienced Conveyancing Solicitor. The
MOJ Fee Earner – Manchester - £23,000
successful candidate will be responsible for creating and overseeing their
A reputable law firm based in Manchester is looking for a highly experiown department. Applicants must have experience handling a volume
enced MOJ portal Paralegal. You will be handling Personal Injury matters
caseload on a case management system. Team work skills are essential;
through stages 1 – 3 of the MOJ portal.
however it is essential that applicants are confident working individually toContact Naomi Melling nm@clayton-legal.co.uk
ward targets. Ideally, candidates should have Business Development experience or established connections within this area.
Personal Injury Litigator – Manchester - £25,000
Contact Rebecca Owen ro@clayton-legal.co.uk
An expanding law firm based in Manchester is looking for an experienced
Litigator to join their RTA team. You will have at least 2 years experience
Industrial Disease (All levels) – Wilmslow – Salary negotiable –
of handling pure litigated matters independently.
CMS019133’2002
Contact Naomi Melling nm@clayton-legal.co.uk
An award winning law firm is expanding due to continued growth and are
seeking ambitious candidates at all levels of Industrial Disease. Positions
Commercial Property- Manchester
available from Graduate entry level through to Head Litigators.
My client is a long established law firm on the outskirts of the city looking to
Contact Lauren Connors lc@clayton-legal.co.uk
bolster their commercial property team with a 2-8 PQE Commercial property Solicitor to work across a broad range of transactions with a broad
Personal injury Fee Earner – Macclesfield – Salary up to £35,000 –
client base including investment acquisitions, small development transiCMS020348’2002
tions, plot sales, commercial transactions.
A market leading law firm are seeking an experienced EL / PL fee earner to Contact Lynn Sedgwick ls@clayton-legal.co.uk
join their established team. Experience in handling a litigated caseload is
essential. Excellent staff benefits on offer.
Commercial Property- Manchester
Contact Lauren Connors lc@clayton-legal.co.uk
My client, a small commercial law firm with a small Commercial Property
Team is looking to appoint a 5yr + PQE Solicitor to work with the Senior
Conveyancer – Manchester – up to £35k- 20351
Partner on larger transactions ranging from £100km - multi million. The
Well established firm based in the centre of Manchester appoint a Conwork is varied and involves everything including bank and financing, varied
veyancing professional with ideally some commercial or financial experiresidential transactions, leases, landlord and tenant, investments and deence alongside.This firm are a high street niche practice specialising in a
velopment work.
variety of technical matters such as property lending, residential, commerContact Lynn Sedgwick ls@clayton-legal.co.uk
cial and property litigation.This is not a volume firm and the selected candidate will be responsible for around 10 - 15 completions a month.
Commercial Property Partner Designate- Manchester
Contact Steph Griffiths sg@clayton-legal.co.uk.
Based on the outskirts of Manchester this firm deals with a wide variety
and range of commercial transactions including local and regional SMEs,
EL/PL RTA Paralegal, Manchester, Annual salary up to £25,000
London based and International work. This is a great opportunity for a
Commercial Solicitor to step into a role that offers tremendous opportunity
The successful candidate must have experience of an EL/PL case load,
to progress quickly into a Partnership role in the short to medium term and
you must be able to run a caseload of around 100+ files.
continue to with an already established client base.
Contact Sammy Timmins st@clayton-legal.co.uk.
Contact Lynn Sedgwick ls@clayton-legal.co.uk

For more on these and other vacancies please contact Clayton Legal
telephone: ŘřşşŚŚŝšřŚř
email: enquiries@clayton-legal.co.uk
visit our website:
more on these and other vacancies
pleasewww.clayton-legal.co.uk
contact Clayton Legal
Where talentFor
matters
telephone: ŘřşşŚŚŝšřŚř
email: enquiries@clayton-legal.co.uk
visit our website: www.clayton-legal.co.uk
Where talent matters
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